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Preface

The United States Air Force is grappling with the challenge of aging 
fleets and when it might be optimal to replace those fleets. The RAND 
Corporation has worked closely with the Air Force to address these 
issues.

This monograph, derived from the Pardee RAND Graduate 
School dissertation of Air Force Captain Matthew Dixon, focuses on 
a specific component of the Air Force’s inquiry regarding the replace-
ment of aging fleets. In particular, it examines commercial aviation 
data with the goal of drawing inferences and lessons about aging air-
craft that may be relevant to the Air Force. This study has method-
ological similarities to that of Pyles (2003), but whereas Pyles studied 
military aircraft, here the focus is on commercial aviation. The param-
eters estimated in this document might be fed into repair-replace cal-
culations of the sort discussed in Greenfield and Persselin (2002) and 
Keating and Dixon (2003).

This work was sponsored by the Vice Chief of Staff, Headquarters, 
United States Air Force (AF/CV); Military Deputy, Office of the 
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Acquisition, Headquarters, 
U.S. Air Force (SAF/AQ); Deputy Chief of Staff for Air, Space, and 
Information Operations, Plans, and Requirements, Headquarters, 
U.S. Air Force (AF/A3/5); and Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, 
Installations, and Mission Support, Headquarters, U.S. Air Force (AF/
A4/7). It was performed as part of a fiscal year 2005 project entitled 
“When to Recapitalize.” This monograph should be of interest to Air 
Force and other Department of Defense acquisition, financial, and 
maintenance personnel.
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ation, is the U.S. Air Force’s federally funded research and develop-
ment center for studies and analyses. PAF provides the Air Force with 
independent analysis of policy alternatives affecting the development, 
employment, combat readiness, and support of current and future 
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Summary

This monograph examines “aging effects”—i.e., how commercial air-
craft maintenance costs change as aircraft grow older. Although com-
mercial aircraft clearly differ from military aircraft, commercial avia-
tion aging-effect estimates might help the Air Force to project how its 
maintenance costs will change over time.

Literature Discussion and Prior Work

There is a large body of literature on aging aircraft, much of which 
focuses on military aviation. Recent studies have generally found posi-
tive aging effects (costs rising with age), although the estimated magni-
tude of the effects has varied considerably (see pp. 5–13). 

Boeing’s 2004 analysis of commercial aviation aging effects 
(Boeing, 2004a) is the most direct intellectual forerunner to this cur-
rent study. Boeing computed a “maturity curve” for airframe mainte-
nance costs. Boeing found airlines’ airframe maintenance costs increase 
as aircraft come off warranty, then enter a stable “mature” period after 
the first D check1 (depot-level heavy maintenance), and then resume 
rising after about 10–14 years of service and the second D check (see 
pp. 13–15). Of course, the observed jump in aircraft maintenance costs 
as aircraft come off warranty does not represent an increase in mainte-
nance as much as a transfer of maintenance cost responsibility from the 
aircraft’s manufacturer to its owner.

1 A D check is a complete structural check and restoration.
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Commercial Aviation Maintenance Data

Form 41 data are reports that U.S. commercial airlines are required 
to file with the Department of Transportation (DoT) indicating 
their maintenance costs and flying hours. RAND gathered Form 41 
data from the DoT on maintenance costs going back to the 1960s. 
Separately, RAND obtained data on airlines’ average fleet ages by cal-
endar year.

The estimation strategy was to run a log linear regression with the 
natural logarithm of maintenance cost per flying hour as the dependent 
variable and various independent variables including average fleet age. 
The coefficient on the age variable in such a regression would estimate 
the age effect, i.e., how maintenance costs typically change as aircraft 
age, other things being equal.

Results

The RAND study team ran three separate log linear regressions, com-
puting age effects for aircraft 0–6 years old, 6–12 years old, and more 
than 12 years old. Figure S.1 depicts the results (with the total main-
tenance costs per flight hour for a six-year old aircraft normalized 
to 1.0).

This study found that young aircraft have considerable age effects 
(an estimated 17.6 percent annual rate of increase in maintenance cost 
per flying hour, with a standard error on that estimate of 1.8 percent). 
This age effect reflects aircraft coming off warranty, which increases 
airline maintenance costs.

For mature aircraft, ages 6–12, a 3.5 percent annual age effect was 
found, with a standard error of 0.8 percent.

Most intriguingly, an age effect of 0.7 percent, not statistically 
significantly different from zero, was computed for aircraft over 12 
years of age (see pp. 27–28).

One reason that these findings differ from Boeing’s maturity curve 
is that RAND analyzed total maintenance costs, including engine and
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Figure S.1
Age Effects Estimated with Form 41 Data
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overhead costs, not simply airframe maintenance costs. Airframe-main-
tenance cost growth shows a more convex growth pattern than Figure 
S.1’s depiction of total maintenance cost growth. Engine maintenance 
costs, by contrast, seem to remain very flat as aircraft age (after an ini-
tial jump in the first years of operation). Airframe maintenance costs 
are only about a third of total maintenance costs in the data analyzed 
(see pp. 29–31).

RAND experimented with other regression specifications, e.g., 
airline-specific dichotomous (dummy) variables and endogenous selec-
tion of age breaks. None of these alternative specifications provided 
meaningfully different findings (see pp. 32–35).

Potential Bias in Estimated Age Effect

The study team was concerned that airlines were prematurely retiring 
“poorly aging” fleets and that such early retirements caused Figure S.1 
to be artificially concave.
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The study team analyzed 21 fleets that were retired before an aver-
age age of 20 years. The team did not find evidence that the fleets had 
unusual aging effects. It was found, however, that these early-retired 
fleets were unusually expensive in the first 12 years of their lives. Cost 
problems may have encouraged airlines to retire these fleets, but there 
was no evidence that those problems were worsening unusually rapidly 
(see pp. 37–40).

RAND did not find that fleet-level retirement selection bias causes 
Figure S.1’s concavity.

Conclusions

If one believes that commercial aviation experience is germane to the 
Air Force, this study suggests that total aircraft maintenance costs may 
plateau, at least for certain aircraft ages. Pessimism about the future tra-
jectory of total maintenance costs may not always be correct. RAND 
also found different cost patterns for different types of aircraft mainte-
nance, e.g., airframe maintenance versus engine maintenance. 
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

The United States Air Force is interested in estimating how mainte-
nance costs associated with its various aircraft will change over time. 
The Air Force is also interested in how maintenance costs might evolve 
for new aircraft not yet in its inventory. Future maintenance cost pro-
jections are important for budgeting purposes, but they are also cen-
tral to optimal aircraft replacement calculations of the sort done by 
Greenfield and Persselin (2002) and Keating and Dixon (2003). If an 
existing aircraft’s maintenance costs grow more quickly, its optimal 
replacement date will move forward. Conversely, if a replacement air-
craft is projected to have rapidly escalating maintenance costs, the Air 
Force may wish to hold on to an existing aircraft longer.

Pyles (2003) is a fairly recent, and quite exhaustive, analysis of 
“age effects” (i.e., how maintenance costs change as aircraft grow older) 
in military aircraft. (The literature review in Chapter Two has further 
discussion of the Pyles study and other analyses of military aircraft.) 
This report complements the literature on aging military aircraft by 
focusing instead on commercial aviation.

There are, obviously, important differences between commercial 
and military aviation. Commercial aircraft are operated many more 
hours per day—a commercial aircraft might have ten times as many 
lifetime flying hours as a military aircraft of similar age.

Perhaps as a result of fewer flight hours per year, the Air Force 
is currently operating some aircraft (e.g., the B-52, the KC-135) at 
ages not seen in U.S. commercial aviation. As discussed in Chapter 
Three, commercial aircraft are generally disposed of by U.S. airlines by 
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around age 25. Hence, the analysis in this document is not informa-
tive as to what might happen to maintenance costs of the Air Force’s 
oldest aircraft.

Of course, commercial aviation is not intended to operate in the 
hostile conditions of combat. For instance, damage from anti-aircraft 
weapons or super-normal gravitational forces should not be observed in 
commercial aviation.

Why, then, might commercial aviation be of interest to the Air 
Force? There are several possible motivators for analyzing commercial 
aircraft costs in order to gain insights on military aircraft maintenance 
costs, although the reader must ultimately decide on the relevance of 
this study.

First, the Air Force owns and/or is considering purchasing air-
craft that have commercial analogs. The Air Force’s executive transport 
aircraft are essentially commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) except with 
military communications (e.g., identification, friend or foe) equip-
ment installed. More importantly, the Air Force’s cargo and tanker 
aircraft are similar to commercial passenger aircraft. The Air Force, 
for instance, is currently considering acquiring a tanker variant of an 
existing Airbus and/or Boeing commercial passenger airliner. While 
such a commercially derived tanker would not be equivalent to its pas-
senger cousin, it is reasonable to think its maintenance issues could be 
analogous.

Second, the RAND study team hypothesized that some commer-
cial aviation aging effects may be similar to those of the Air Force, 
notwithstanding major differences in usage. At the risk of gross over-
simplification, there are two basic causes of maintenance costs. The 
more intuitive cause is usage: Every time an aircraft takes off or lands 
or flies for an hour, a certain amount of wear and tear occurs that 
requires maintenance. The less intuitive cause of maintenance is time 
itself: Destructive processes, such as corrosion or seals drying out, 
occur irrespective of whether an aircraft is flying. Commercial experi-
ence is especially relevant to the Air Force to the extent that calendar-
age-related maintenance costs are important.
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Third, commercial aviation maintenance cost data have been col-
lected that may prove to be more comprehensive and more detailed than 
military maintenance cost data. Pyles (2003), for instance, observed 
that

the Air Force has no comprehensive system for historical mainte-
nance and material consumption data. Some historical data exist 
only as hard-copy records kept in office file cabinets or in old 
reports archived sporadically.

Chapter Three discusses the commercial aviation data gathered by the 
Department of Transportation (DoT) that were used in this study. 
Although all data sets have shortcomings, these DoT data provide a 
1965–2003 annual time series that goes far beyond the duration of 
most military maintenance data sets.

The remainder of this monograph is organized as follows: Chapter 
Two presents a literature review on aging aircraft. Chapter Three com-
mences with a simplified overview of how commercial aircraft are 
maintained and then discusses the DoT commercial aviation main-
tenance data on which this document is based. Chapter Four pres-
ents the results of the analysis. It presents estimates of how commer-
cial aircraft maintenance costs typically change as commercial aircraft 
grow older. Chapter Five discusses a prospective bias in the estimation. 
Specifically, the concern is that commercial airlines might be prema-
turely retiring “poorly aging” fleets—an option probably not available 
to the Air Force. Fortunately, evidence of such an effect was not found. 
Chapter Six provides the conclusions, and a technical appendix pro-
vides detailed results of the estimations.
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CHAPTER TWO

Literature and Prior Work on Aging Aircraft

This chapter discusses the literature and prior research relating to aging-
aircraft issues. While research undertaken in the 1960s did not consis-
tently find maintenance costs increasing as aircraft aged, more recent 
studies have generally found an aging effect. Table 2.1 summarizes 
previous studies in chronological order. The “age effect” column has 
a “+” in it if the study found a positive age effect—i.e., real (inflation-
adjusted) maintenance costs grew as aircraft aged. The studies looked at 
multiple models and explanatory variables. Some combinations yielded 
no age effect, while others did. A “No” in the age effect column indi-
cates that there was no age effect worth reporting in the analysis. None 
of the authors of these studies reported negative age effects. The next 
section covers each of the studies individually.

Chronology of Prior Studies

Since the advent of aviation maintenance, those responsible for main-
taining aircraft have been concerned not only with the current cost of 
maintenance but also the future cost. The Air Force is no exception. 
Studies going back to the 1960s demonstrate the Air Force’s historical 
concern over the expected future cost of its fleet maintenance.

Kamins (1970) Found Lack of Age Effect 

In a RAND study published in 1970, Kamins cited ten different analy-
ses that attempt to illustrate the effect of age on maintenance cost. He 
briefly critiqued three studies that show a positive age effect but argued 
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Table 2.1 
Summary of Literature Related to Aging Aircraft

Authors Date Age Effect Data Level Sector

Primary 
Dependent 

Variable Data Type

Kamins (RAND) 1970 No Multiple Air Force and 
Commercial

Multiple Cross-sectional 
and panel (two-
period)

Hildebrandt and 
Sze (RAND)

1990 + Aircraft Air Force Operating and 
support (O&S)/
Aircraft

Panel

Johnson (Naval 
Aviation 
Maintenance 
Office [NAMO])

1993 + Aircraft Navy Mean time 
between failures 
(MTBF)

Cross-sectional

Stoll and Davis 
(NAMO)

1993 + Multiple Navy Multiple Cross-sectional 
and panel

Ramsey 
(Oklahoma City 
Air Logistics 
Center [OC-ALC]), 
French and Sperry 
(Boeing) 

1998 + Multiple Air Force and 
Commercial

Programmed 
depot 
maintenance 
(PDM) man-
hours

Panel

Francis and Shaw 
(Center for Naval 
Analyses [CNA])

2000 + Aircraft Navy Maintenance 
man-hours

Panel

Kiley 
(Congressional 
Budget Office 
[CBO])

2001 + Anecdotal Air Force Operations cost/
Flight hours

Panel
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Authors Date Age Effect Data Level Sector

Primary 
Dependent 

Variable Data Type

Jondrow et al. 
(CNA
Corporation)

2002 + Aircraft Navy Repairs/Flight 
hours

Panel

Pyles (RAND) 2003 + Aircraft Air Force Workloads 
and material 
consumption

Cross-section and 
Panel

Boeing 2004 + Fleet Commercial Cost/Flight hours Panel

Table 2.1—Continued
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that the studies are insufficient, primarily because the data were cross-
sectional, the data points were few, and the representation of aircraft 
of various ages was skewed and over-represented by older aircraft. In 
the early studies, the two aircraft of interest were the B-52 and the 
KC-135A. 

Kamins then moved to seven studies he said prove that there is 
no age effect. In fact, some of the studies seemed to demonstrate that 
aircraft actually become more reliable as they age. One study used 
accidents as the dependent variable, with the argument that accident 
rates decreased as aircraft got older, thus demonstrating a negative age 
effect. A second study summarized findings from United Airlines and 
Pan American Airlines that stated that due to process improvements in 
maintenance, maintenance requirements actually decreased as aircraft 
aged. 

The studies that were used to justify the lack of age effect have a 
small number of observations. Extrapolations of any results were nearly 
impossible. These studies were completed while aviation was still in its 
youth and when aircraft were retired because of technological advances 
and not because of maintenance costs. 

Kamins demonstrated that aging aircraft are not unique to the 
military. The airlines and aircraft manufacturers are equally, if not 
more, concerned than the Air Force with growth in the cost of main-
tenance. However, most of the available literature regarding age effects 
focuses on military fleets. 

Hildebrandt and Sze (1990) Found Positive Age Effects

Hildebrandt and Sze (1990) developed several O&S cost-estimating 
relationships in which models were estimated to determine the effect 
of specified explanatory variables on different aggregations of O&S 
cost. Aircraft mission design age was included in their analysis as one 
of the explanatory variables. They emphasized the explanatory power 
of a total O&S cost model in which flyaway cost is a proxy for both air-
craft mission type and the year an aircraft entered the inventory. They 
also examined specifications that attenuated the fact that flying hours 
are used, in many cases, to allocate costs to an aircraft mission design 
series. For a depot maintenance model, they estimated an aging effect 
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of about 2.0 percent per year of aircraft design age. For the aircraft 
overhaul subcategory, they found that a one-year increase in aircraft 
mission design age increases costs by about 3.1 percent.

While Hildebrandt and Sze estimated the allocation of the funds 
to specific maintenance costs, the commercial data used in their report 
contain the actual dollars spent annually on labor, materials, and over-
head for maintenance for a specific fleet. 

Johnson (1993) and Stoll and Davis (1993) Found Evidence of Larger 
Age Effects1

The Naval Aviation and Maintenance Office (Johnson, 1993) found 
significant age effects on total maintenance workloads in naval aircraft 
over a 13-year period. Also in 1993, Stoll and Davis found smaller 
naval aircraft age effects in on-equipment2 workloads over approxi-
mately the same period of time.

Ramsey, French, and Sperry (1998) Used Commercial Data to 
Estimate KC-135 Age Effects

The Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center led a KC-135 Cost of 
Ownership Integrated Product Team (IPT) study (Ramsey, French, 
and Sperry, 1998). The purpose of the study was to develop aging-
aircraft maintenance cost trends for the KC-135 based on a review of 
historical commercial and military data. Ramsey, French, and Sperry 
used military data from the Air Force combined with 12 years of com-
mercial panel data from the DoT. They used aircraft types similar in 
structure, size, and composition to the KC-135. They reported varying 
annual airframe maintenance cost growth rates for various commercial 
aircraft, e.g., 3.5 percent for DC-9s, 9 percent for DC-10s.

1 Pyles (2003) provides a more lengthy discussion of these studies.
2 On-equipment maintenance refers to maintenance activities done by maintenance person-
nel directly on an aircraft. For instance, changing a tire would be on-equipment mainte-
nance. Its antonym is off-equipment maintenance, in which a broken part is removed from an 
aircraft, fixed in a back shop, and then later returned to the aircraft.
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Francis and Shaw (2000) and Jondrow et al. (2002) Demonstrated 
Positive Age Effects for Navy Aircraft 

The Center for Naval Analyses analyzed the Navy’s F/A-18 Hornets. 
Francis and Shaw (2000) of the CNA used two different datasets to 
gain information about F/A-18 maintenance costs. Both datasets have 
information on the individual tail numbers. The first dataset contains 
ten years (1990–1999) worth of data about the usage and maintenance 
of every tail number of the F/A-18s in inventory. This information 
includes aircraft age, squadron manning numbers, maintenance time, 
deployment status, flight hours, and sorties. Their regression model 
used the log of maintenance man-hours as the dependent variable and 
several independent variables including number of flight hours, deploy-
ment status (e.g., whether the aircraft was deployed during the month 
in question), personnel variables, and age. They found a significant 
age effect. The age effect was 6.5 percent to 8.9 percent per calendar 
year of age. Additionally, they found that the flight hours and deploy-
ment status were significant indicators of the man-hours required for 
maintenance. 

The second dataset contained information about every F/A-18 
sortie flown in one month along with records of the surrounding main-
tenance activities. Francis and Shaw employed a probit model to esti-
mate the probability that an F/A-18 would require unscheduled mainte-
nance after a sortie. The independent variables were aircraft age, length 
of time since last depot-level maintenance, and an indicator for whether 
the sortie was carrier-based. They estimated that a one-year gain in age 
significantly increased (by 0.8 percent) the probability of unscheduled 
maintenance and a carrier-based sortie significantly increased (by 3.5 
percent) the probability of needing unscheduled maintenance. 

Another CNA study (Jondrow et al., 2002) found age effects for 
all types of Navy aircraft. Jondrow et al. used a log-linear model with 
parameters estimated with weighted least squares. The independent 
variables used were the annual hours flown, the percentage change in 
average age of a Type Model Series (TMS) (e.g., F-14A), and a categori-
zation of the type of aircraft (carrier-based fixed wing, land-based fixed 
wing, or rotary wing). The dependent variable is the number of repairs 
per flight hour. Jondrow et al.’s goal was to help the Navy understand 
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the effective cost of a new aircraft so that the Navy can make informed 
repair-versus-replace decisions. At the mean aircraft age in the dataset, 
they found repair-per-flight-hour age effects of 1.9 percent, 1.7 percent, 
and 7.9 percent for the land-based aircraft, rotary-wing aircraft, and 
carrier-based aircraft, respectively.

Jondrow et al. also found that some aircraft become significantly 
less expensive to maintain as they near retirement (the end of their ser-
vice life). Readiness (the aircraft mission-capable rate) generally declines 
as aircraft age, but they found that as the F-14 and A-6 neared retire-
ment, their readiness increased. Selective decommissioning is a cited 
reason for increased readiness near retirement. Another cited reason 
is that spare parts and maintainers do not drop proportional to the 
number of aircraft retired (Jondrow et al., 2002, slide 31).

Kiley (2001) Found Lower Aircraft Age Effects

In a Congressional Budget Office study, Kiley (2001) examined the age 
effects on all military equipment, including aircraft. The purpose of the 
study was to understand the rise in the military’s O&S expenditures 
and discuss prior literature about the effects of age on O&S expendi-
tures, which includes maintenance. Kiley did no new analysis with raw 
data. However, as stated in the report, “Those studies typically found 
that the costs of operating and maintaining aircraft increase by 1 to 3 
percent with every additional year of age after adjusting for inflation” 
(Kiley, 2001).

Pyles (2003) Found Specific Age Effects on Workloads and Material 
Consumption

Pyles (2003) is the most comprehensive study of age effects on Air 
Force aircraft to date. This RAND study estimated multiple models 
for calculating how Air Force maintenance requirements change over 
time. Specifically, Pyles studied how aircraft age relates to maintenance 
and modification workloads and to material consumption. He used 
two conceptual models, looking first at the material consumption and 
workload for maintenance and then at modifications. Both models 
allow for varying effects at different aircraft ages, and Pyles took con-
siderable effort to distinguish the actual age effect from other factors. 
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He experimented with both linear and logarithmic dependent variable 
specifications.

Pyles used regression analysis to address several questions about 
age effects, including questions on how a fleet ages, if and how plat-
forms age differently, the future prospects for cost and workload growth, 
and the age effect at different ages. He analyzed trends at many dif-
ferent levels including at the on-equipment, off-equipment, depot, and 
engine levels. 

Pyles found several statistically significant results in the data. He 
found specific age-related growths of maintenance conditional on the 
age of the aircraft and on the “fly-away” costs (how much the aircraft 
costs new, which is a measure of aircraft complexity). Furthermore, 
he also found that, in general, maintenance requirements increase as 
aircraft age, and more-expensive aircraft generally experience higher 
growth rates. He estimated that maintenance costs grew through age 
40, and “honeymoon” periods and “infantile” failures were both pres-
ent, skewing the long-term growth-rate estimates. (Infantile periods 
caused the growth rates to be underestimated, and honeymoon periods 
caused the rates to be overestimated.) He also found that material con-
sumption decelerated as the aircraft aged. 

Pyles also found that the PDM workloads grew steadily over the 
first 40 years of aircraft operation.

Pyles looked at many models while searching for a relationship 
between age and proxies for maintenance costs. In some of these models, 
he found effects, and in others he did not. He found that growth was 
not uniform across fleets, flying hours, or flyaway costs. 

For example, a $30 million fighter flying 300 hours per year 
would require 60 additional on-equipment, base maintenance man-
hours each year, while a $100 million cargo aircraft flying 500 hours 
per year would require 330 additional maintenance man-hours each 
year. Other workloads (off-equipment, engine depot maintenance, 
PDM, depot-level reparable repair) have different life-cycle patterns, 
but they also generally grow after the first few years of operations.

In summary, Pyles found a positive age effect on maintenance 
requirements for nearly all activities. The number of man-hours 
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required to perform the same task increased over time. Additionally, he 
found that more-complex aircraft’s maintenance requirements increase 
at a faster rate than do those of simpler aircraft. 

The research questions presented in Pyles’ study are similar to the 
research questions this report is addressing. This study builds on Pyles’ 
study in two ways. First, it uses a completely different dataset to test 
similar hypotheses. Second, it measures maintenance costs in real dol-
lars (cost per flight hour). 

Boeing (2004) Provided Maturity Curves for Cost-Comparison 
Purposes

Few publicly available studies show the maintenance-cost age effects of 
commercial aircraft.

Boeing, not surprisingly, is very interested in the effect of aging 
on maintenance. Boeing benefits from supporting its current customers 
and its potential purchasers of new and used aircraft. Understanding 
the implications of age will help users of Boeing’s products to under-
stand the true cost of ownership. In Boeing’s ongoing work on aging 
aircraft, the primary research objective is to understand how operat-
ing aircraft beyond their design service life will affect maintenance 
(Boeing, 2004a).

Boeing separates an aircraft’s life into three stages: the “new-
ness” period, the “mature” period, and the “aging” period. The new-
ness period generally is considered to be the first five to seven years 
of an aircraft’s life until its first D check.3 The second period, or the 
mature period, ends at the second D check. It is the most comprehen-
sive scheduled maintenance event in a commercial aircraft’s life. The 
aging period is the period after the second D check to the end of the 
aircraft’s operational life. These three periods combine to make what 
Boeing terms a “maturity curve.” 

Maturity curves normalize the costs of aircraft of various ages 
so that their values can be equitably compared. The mature period 
is assumed to be the comparison period—Boeing sets the “maturity 
factor” to be equal to one in the mature period. If aircraft are cheaper 

3 A D check is a complete structural check and restoration.
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to maintain during the newness period, the factor is less than one; if 
they are more expensive to maintain during the aging period, the factor 
is greater than one. These maturity factors are used to adjust estimated 
maintenance costs of different-age aircraft. A rising maturity curve is 
consistent with age effects, i.e., real maintenance costs rising with age.

Figure 2.1 is adapted from a presentation by Boeing to RAND 
(Boeing, 2004a). It demonstrates estimates of the maturity factors for 
two different categories of aircraft types. Boeing aggregated the air-
craft to the design type, estimating different maturity curves for two 
structurally different types of aircraft that it labeled “pre-1980” and 
“post-1980.” In the briefing to RAND, Boeing representatives said that 
simply assuming one age effect for all aircraft types, as Boeing has done 
in the past, is no longer viable.

Figure 2.1
Boeing’s Maturity Curve
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Boeing’s previous approach overestimated the cost of future main-
tenance for new aircraft but underestimated it for older aircraft. The 
new method will account for differences in aircraft types and eras by 
first normalizing the current cost of an aircraft and then estimating the 
future maintenance cost. The accuracy of this method has not yet been 
proven. Perhaps Boeing’s most interesting finding is that, in both eras 
of aircraft production (pre-1980 and post-1980), the age effect is posi-
tive during the aging period, i.e., the curve is convex. Boeing’s research 
provided this study with baseline expectations on the level and shape 
of age effects. 

There has been no formal publication of Boeing’s maturity-curve 
findings, nor was its statistical analysis presented in the briefing. The 
standard errors, sample sizes, specific model, and assumptions were not 
supplied.

Figure 2.1 is based on airframe costs. As discussed in Chapter 
Three, this study uses a more inclusive tabulation of aircraft mainte-
nance costs, including engine costs and overhead along with airframe 
costs. This study might be viewed as an intellectual sequel to Boeing’s 
work in which a broader swath of aircraft maintenance costs are exam-
ined and statistical details not provided by Boeing are supplied.

The next chapter presents a simplified description of military and 
commercial aircraft maintenance practices and discusses the commer-
cial aviation maintenance data that are central to this study’s inquiry. 
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CHAPTER THREE

Commercial Aviation Maintenance Data

Military and Commercial Aviation Maintenance

Perhaps due to overlap in some of their manufacturers (e.g., Boeing, 
McDonnell Douglas), commercial and military aircraft are similarly 
maintained for the most part (although different nomenclature is used 
to describe various steps in the maintenance process).

In the ordinary course of operation, military aircraft receive instal-
lation maintenance, largely from uniformed military maintenance 
personnel who would then deploy with the aircraft in case of contin-
gency. Some maintenance is done directly on aircraft on the flight line. 
Other maintenance is done in installation back shops, e.g., a broken 
part is removed, fixed, and then returned to the aircraft. While still 
at the home installation, an aircraft might periodically be inspected, 
repaired, and/or modified by a government-employed civilian depot 
maintenance team and/or by contractor personnel.

On a calendar basis (e.g., every five or six years), aircraft typi-
cally visit an Air Force depot (or contractor facility, varying by aircraft) 
for PDM or other depot-level maintenance. An aircraft is disassem-
bled during PDM (e.g., the wings and engines are removed), detailed 
inspection and repair is undertaken, and the aircraft is re-assembled, 
tested, and returned to its owner. The PDM process is typically lengthy, 
routinely exceeding 100 days (and sometimes much longer) for many 
aircraft.

There is also the possibility of unscheduled depot-level mainte-
nance, which is typically caused by a mishap (e.g., two aircraft collide 
on a runway) or the revelation of a previously unknown flaw causing 
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an entire fleet to be grounded, inspected, and, potentially, repaired. For 
example, a fatal KC-135E crash in Germany in January 1999 resulted 
in the remaining KC-135s having flight restrictions and a February 
2000 standdown of part of the fleet to search for problems in the sta-
bilizer portion of the tail section (Bolkcom, 2003).

As stated above, commercial aviation maintenance is similar to 
military aircraft maintenance, but it uses different terminology.1 At 
commercial airports, maintenance personnel routinely do a “walk-
around” inspection of an aircraft’s exterior to look for fuel leaks, worn 
tires, cracks, dents, and other damage. Every three to five days, there 
is an A check inspection of the aircraft’s landing gear, control surfaces, 
fluid levels, oxygen systems, lighting, and auxiliary power systems. 
A B check occurs every eight months, covering A check topics plus 
internal control systems, hydraulic systems, and cockpit and cabin 
emergency equipment. A and B checks can typically be done at airport 
gates.

A C check occurs every 12 to 17 months, during which the aircraft 
is opened up extensively for inspection for wear, corrosion, and cracks. 
A C check would typically take place in a maintenance hangar, perhaps 
at an airline’s hub airport. Finally, a D check involves the disassembly 
of an aircraft at a specialized facility. D checks occur on a flying-hour 
basis (e.g., 747 D checks are to occur after every 22,500 flight hours 
[Boeing, 1999]), but both their calendar frequency and tasks corre-
spond closely to military PDMs. (D checks, however, tend to be com-
pleted more quickly than PDM visits, e.g., in 30 days.)2 Indeed, both 
commercial airlines and the Air Force have tried to extend durations 
between D checks/PDM visits in the interest of maximizing aircraft 
availability and minimizing lifecycle cost.

Like military aircraft, commercial aircraft sometimes need 
unscheduled maintenance, but it is less common, because commercial 
aircraft have lower accident rates and are operated in more-benign con-

1 This discussion is based on Boeing (no date); Aviation Safety Alliance (no date); and 
Wikipedia (no date). 
2 The Airline Business article “Maintenance: Turning the Screw” (2005), for instance, dis-
cusses 747-400 D checks being accomplished in four weeks (down from six).
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ditions. For example, on May 25, 1979, an American Airlines DC-10 
crashed at Chicago’s O’Hare airport, killing all on board. Paralleling 
what happened to the Air Force’s KC-135 fleet 20 years later, com-
mercial airlines’ DC-10 fleets were grounded while a flaw that caused 
an engine to fall off the left wing was diagnosed and rectified on the 
remaining aircraft (Witkin, 1979).

Commercial aircraft have warranties covering their first few years 
of operation. (The military also makes use of warranties, although 
Peters and Zycher [2002] found the value of DoD’s engine warranties, 
in particular, to be limited.) In theory, a commercial aircraft owner 
should not face substantive maintenance costs in its first three to four 
years of ownership. In practice, as RAND learned from Boeing, air-
craft owners do face costs for buying up-front parts inventories, only 
a portion of which are then reimbursed by manufacturers under war-
ranty. However, what was expected from this current study (and what 
was found) was that commercial airlines’ aircraft maintenance costs 
jump as the aircraft comes off warranty, and the aircraft’s maintenance 
costs are entirely borne by the aircraft’s owner. This phenomenon is 
not an “aging effect” in the sense of the aircraft degrading markedly. 
Instead, it represents a new financial burden from the perspective of 
the airline’s owner (relieving a burden previously borne by the aircraft’s 
manufacturer—a burden not observed in the data described and ana-
lyzed later in this chapter).

Next, we discuss the DoT data on airline maintenance costs that 
are key to this study.

Department of Transportation Form 41 Data 

Form 41 data are reports that U.S. commercial airlines are required to 
file with the DoT indicating the airlines’ maintenance costs and flying 
hours. RAND gathered Form 41 data from the DoT on maintenance 
costs going back to the 1960s. RAND initially gathered the Form 41 
longitudinal data in the late 1990s. After collecting and consolidating 
those RAND data files, the author of this document was able to update 
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the files through the year 2003 and add average fleet ages to each line 
of data. 

The complete panel data used in this analysis date from 1965 to 
2003. There are no data for 1985 due to problems in the transition of 
data-collection methods. Pre-1985 data were collected at the annual 
level, and post-1985 data were collected at the quarterly level. These 
data have been combined to form one dataset consisting of annual 
observations. When aggregated to the airline and aircraft type (737, 
A310, DC-10, etc.) level, there are 1,003 observations covering nine 
U.S. airlines (although only American, Delta, Northwest, and United 
are in our data before 1998) and 29 aircraft types spanning 38 years. 
Table 3.1 lists the airlines and aircraft types used in this analysis.

Table 3.1
Airlines and Aircraft Types in the Study Data, Earliest Observations, Latest 
Observations, and Total Observations

Earliest 
Observation

Latest 
Observation

Total 
Observations

Airline

Alaska 1998 2003 12

America West 1998 2003 22

American 1965 2003 221

Continental 1998 2003 35

Delta 1965 2003 226

Northwest 1965 2003 203

Southwesta 1998 2003 6

United 1965 2003 238

U.S. Airways 1998 2003  40

Aircraft Type

Boeing 707 1965 1981 30

Boeing 720 1965 1973 24

Boeing 727 1965 2003 142

Boeing 737 1968 2003  94

Boeing 747 1970 2003  88

Boeing 757 1986 2003  84

Boeing 767 1982 2003  70
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Table 3.1—Continued

Earliest 
Observation

Latest 
Observation

Total 
Observations

Aircraft Type (cont.)

Boeing 777 1995 2003 25

Airbus A300 1988 2003 16

Airbus A310 1991 1995  4

Airbus A319 1998 2003 19

Airbus A320 1989 2003 36

Airbus A321 2001 2003 3

Airbus A330 2000 2003 5

British Aerospace 111 1966 1971 6

Convair CV880 1965 1973  9

Convair CV990 1965 1967 3

Convair CVR580 1986 1988 3

McDonnell Douglas DC-10 1972 2003  95

McDonnell Douglas DC-8 1965 1991  49

McDonnell Douglas DC-9 1966 2003  46

Fokker 100 1991 2003  9

Lockheed L1011 1974 2001 30

Lockheed L188 1965 1970 10

McDonnell Douglas MD-11 1991 2003 24

McDonnell Douglas MD-80 1986 2003 58

McDonnell Douglas MD-90 1995 2003 11

Aerospatiale-Sud Aviation 
SE210 1965 1970 6

Vickers Viscount 700 1965 1968  4

aSouthwest Airlines flies only 737s, so RAND had only six observations for Southwest 
in our data. U.S. Airways, by contrast, flew eight different aircraft types (737s, 757s, 
767s, A319s, A320s, A321s, A330s, and MD-80s) during the same six-year period.

The sample does not represent the entirety of U.S. commercial 
aviation. A number of now-defunct airlines (e.g., Braniff, Eastern, 
Midway, Pan Am, People Express, Piedmont, TWA), for instance, 
are not in these data. Gathering the pre-1998 data from DoT paper 
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archives was a very arduous and labor-intensive task, so only the four 
large airlines (American, Delta, Northwest, and United) were exam-
ined for 1965–1997.

Data were aggregated to the type level rather than a separate anal-
ysis, for instance, for 737 different variants, because the fleet-age data 
obtained were at the type level.

An observation consists of three kinds of fleet-level3 (airline and 
type of aircraft) variables: categorical variables describing the fleet, con-
tinuous variables recording maintenance costs, and continuous vari-
ables recording usage. The categorical variables describing a fleet are 
airline, aircraft type, model, division, and year. The variables recording 
maintenance costs are separated down to the level of labor or mate-
rial costs and then to the level of airframe, engine, contracted work, 
or overhead costs. Finally, the four usage variables are gallons of fuel, 
flight hours, days assigned to an airline (operations days), and block 
hours (self-powered hours, including flight time). Table 3.2 provides a 
sample of three observations. 

Noticeably absent from the list of variables are the fleet inven-
tory and average age of the fleet. Average ages were acquired separately 
from the Securities and Exchange Commission, individual airlines, 
and Boeing. Fleet inventory was partially available from the airlines 
and DoT.

The average ages are distributed well from 0 to 25. The oldest 
recorded average fleet age is 33.5 years (Northwest’s Convair 580s in 
1988, inherited in their merger with Republic Airlines), but average 
ages beyond 25 are sparsely represented. Figure 3.1 presents the distri-
bution of average fleet ages.

Because the ages are under-represented beyond 25 years, these 
results cannot be directly applied to fleets that are much older on aver-
age than 25 years.

3 For purposes of this report, a “fleet” is all individual tail numbers of the same aircraft type 
flown by an airline, e.g., all American Airlines 747s are a fleet, American Airlines 727s are a 
separate fleet, and Delta Airlines 727s are a third fleet.
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Table 3.2
Sample Observations 

American 
Airlines Delta United

Year 1992 1990 1997

Quarter 1 2 4

Type 727 767 A320

Model 200 200 100/200

Labor costs

Airframe $9,613 $746 $2,621

Engine $3,614 $299 $134

Outside repair costs

Airframe $966 $367 $622

Engine $1,871 $946 $2,298

Materials costs

Airframe $8,021 $878 $1,487

Engine $6,645 $1,471 $65

Total direct airframe 
costs $18,600 $1,991 $4,730

Total direct engine 
costs $12,130 $2,716 $2,497

Total direct 
maintenance costs $30,730 $4,707 $7,227

Maintenance burden 
costs $25,379 $2,366 $11,969

Total fleet equipment 
maintenance costs $56,109 $7,073 $19,196

Total flight hours 71,151 12,812 36,649

Plane operation days 10,017 1,312 3,657

Block hours 87,707 14,949 41,371

Fuel (gallons) 107,616,515 20,068,729 34,143,558

NOTE: Dollar amounts are expressed in thousands of then-year dollars.

To correct for economy-wide inflation, we used the Bureau of 
Economic Analysis (2004) implicit price deflators for gross domestic 
product to translate all maintenance costs into constant year-2000 
dollars. 
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Figure 3.1
Distribution of Average Fleet Ages 
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Estimation Strategy

The goal in this analysis was to estimate how maintenance costs change 
as aircraft grow older, i.e., “aging effects.”

Conceptually, one might think of a regression in which mainte-
nance costs are the dependent variable, and one has a variety of inde-
pendent variables including fleet age. Maintenance costs are labeled 
yirt—airline i’s annual maintenance costs per flight hour for aircraft 
type r  in year t. Comparably, Ageirt is airline i’s average fleet age for its 
type r aircraft in year t. The coefficient that one computes for the fleet 
age variable estimates the aging effect.

A number of statistical issues must be addressed to undertake this 
estimation. 

The natural logarithm of maintenance costs per flight hour—
1n(yirt)—is used as the dependent variable. One virtue of the nat-
ural log formulation is that the regression coefficient estimates on 

•
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the age variable are then in percentage terms (which accords with 
how the existing literature generally presents such results). For 
instance, a regression coefficient estimate of 0.03 on the age vari-
able (Ageirt) suggests that maintenance costs will increase 3 per-
cent for each year of aircraft fleet age, other things being equal.
One must decide what other independent variables to include in 
the regression. The Form 41 data allow one to form a number of 
dichotomous (or “dummy”) independent variables. For instance, 
the type of aircraft involved is known. A 747 is likely to have a dif-
ferent level of maintenance costs per flight hour than the smaller 
727, so aircraft-type dummy variables labeled μr are included. 
There also may be industry-wide year effects that might change 
every aircraft’s maintenance cost trends. Technology improves 
over time, plus the U.S. commercial airline industry was deregu-
lated in 1978. Therefore, calendar-year dummy variables labeled 
γt are included.
Age break points must be chosen. If one were to simply estimate 
the regression, 1n(yirt) = α + β × Ageirt + μr + γt + εirt, one would 
compute a single age effect β, e.g., maintenance costs, on average, 
increasing 3 percent per year as aircraft age. Such a single age-
effect point estimate would obscure the fact that one expects dif-
ferent age effects (β estimates) in different epochs of an aircraft’s 
life. Boeing, as discussed in Chapter Two, divides aircraft life into 
“newness,” “mature,” and “aging” periods and computes three 
separate aging effects. The same is done here. Form 41 data are 
divided into three relatively equal-sized categories—fleets with an 
average age of six years or less, fleets older than six years but no 
more than 12 years old, and fleets older than 12 years. Then, the 
regression is estimated separately, 1n(yirt) = α + β × Ageirt + μr + γt
+ εirt, thereby computing three different  estimates. These three 
different β’s are different age-effect estimates for different epochs 
of an aircraft’s life.

The output of the estimations is a “maturity curve” estimate. 
Following Boeing’s lead, we used a maturity curve to show how one 
would expect an aircraft’s annual maintenance costs to change as the 

•

•
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aircraft ages. Given RAND’s econometric approach, the maturity 
curve will have three segments: ages 0–6 years, ages 6–12 years, and 
after age 12.

In the next chapter, we present the findings of this study. 
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CHAPTER FOUR

Study Results

As discussed in Chapter Three, RAND undertook three log linear 
regressions of the form, 1n(yirt) = α + β × Ageirt + μr + γt + εirt, where 
μr are aircraft-type dummy variables, γt are calendar-year dummy vari-
ables, and Ageirt are airlines’ average fleet ages. Three separate regres-
sions cover fleet ages 0–6 years, 6–12 years, and 12 years and older. 
The appendix presents the full regression results.

For pedagogical convenience, the three age estimates are pre-
sented graphically in this chapter. Figure 4.1 normalizes the total 
maintenance costs per flight hour for a six-year-old aircraft to 1.0 and 
depicts how one would expect costs per flight hour to differ relative to 
that point (which parallels how Boeing set its mature-period “maturity 
factor” shown in Figure 2.1 to be equal to 1.0).

We estimated a 17.6 percent age effect (with a standard error of 
1.8 percent) for the newest aircraft, a 3.5 percent age effect (with a 
standard error of 0.8 percent) for the mature aircraft (ages 6–12), and 
a 0.7 percent age effect (with a standard error of 0.7 percent) for the 
oldest aircraft. In Figure 4.1, the different age curves are artificially 
linked, e.g., the top of the newness curve connects with the bottom of 
the mature curve. Boeing used the same approach in constructing its 
maturity curve (see Figure 2.1). As shown in the appendix, the curves’ 
regressions were estimated separately without imposing this pedagogi-
cally useful “curve linkage” constraint. There are, in fact, three sepa-
rate and independent log linear regressions that created Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1
Effects of Age on Total Maintenance Costs, Estimated with Form 41 Data
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RAND did not attach great importance to the 17.6 percent aging 
effect estimate for the newest aircraft. This computed increase in air-
line maintenance cost is almost certainly a result of aircraft coming 
off warranty during their third or fourth year of operation. The actual 
maintenance undertaken on such aircraft presumably does not grow so 
rapidly. Instead, there are maintenance costs borne early in this period 
by the aircraft’s manufacturer that are not tabulated in the DoT data.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of Figure 4.1 is the 0.7 percent 
aging effect estimate for older aircraft. Indeed, one cannot statistically 
reject a null hypothesis of no maintenance cost growth at all for older 
aircraft. The concavity of Figure 4.1 is in sharp contrast to the convex-
ity of Figure 2.1. RAND’s findings do not support an assumption that 
aircraft maintenance costs grow rapidly as aircraft age. Such pessimism 
is not supported by these data, although RAND’s airline data are sparse 
for aircraft past 25 years of age. A more pessimistic maintenance-cost 
growth pattern may hold for very old aircraft, but U.S. commercial 
airlines do not hold on to aircraft of such advanced age.
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Reconciliation with Boeing’s Findings

A key difference between RAND’s and Boeing’s estimations is that the 
RAND study team used total maintenance costs per flying hour as the 
dependent variable, whereas Boeing used airframe maintenance costs 
per flying hour. As shown in Figure 4.2, airframe maintenance costs 
in the RAND data were, in total, about a third of total maintenance 
costs. The rest of the maintenance costs were for the engine and for the 
“burden,” a catchall category including airline overhead, cost of acquir-
ing and maintaining equipment and tools, and other indirect costs. 

To more closely parallel Boeing’s approach, RAND again ran the 
three log linear regressions but using only airframe maintenance costs 
as the log dependent variable. As shown in Figure 4.3, the results are 
more similar to Boeing’s maturity curve in Figure 2.1. In parallel to 
Figure 4.1, the estimated airframe costs per flight hour of a six-year-old 
aircraft were normalized to 1, and cost changes are depicted relative 
to that point. Of special interest, a statistically significant 3.1 percent 
aging effect was found for aircraft older than 12 years.

Figure 4.2
Average Composition of Total Maintenance Costs
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Figure 4.3
Effects of Age on Airframe Maintenance Costs, Estimated with Form 41 
Data
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Figure 4.3 is RAND’s version of Boeing’s Figure 2.1. Although 
the results are somewhat different (e.g., the mature phase has 2.3 per-
cent, not 0 percent as in Boeing’s version, maintenance cost growth), 
they are broadly similar, most especially with respect to more rapidly 
growing airframe maintenance costs for aging aircraft. Therefore, 
RAND’s results broadly accord with Boeing’s, but the RAND study 
team believed that it is more valuable to track total maintenance costs 
(as in Figure 4.1) than airframe maintenance costs alone (Figure 4.3).

Given the differences between Figures 4.1 and 4.3 (a 0.7 percent 
versus a 3.1 percent aging effect estimate for the oldest aircraft), it is not 
surprising that separate regressions for engine and burden costs find 
very flat regions for older aircraft, as shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5.

Figure 4.4, in particular, shows sharp growth in engine mainte-
nance costs as engines come off warranty, then considerable flatness 
thereafter. The concavity of Figures 4.4 and 4.5 offset the convexity of 
Figure 4.3, making the depiction of overall maintenance costs concave 
(see Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.4
Effects of Age on Engine Maintenance Costs, Estimated with Form 41 Data
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Figure 4.5
Effects of Age on Maintenance Burden, Estimated with Form 41 Data
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Alternative Specifications

There are different ways in which the regressions could be set up. In 
this section, we discuss alternative specifications and their results.

Airline Dummy Variables

It would be straightforward to include airline dummy variables (that 
would be labeled τi) in the regressions. The RAND study team found, 
however, that in the total maintenance cost regressions, such coef-
ficients were generally not statistically significant. As shown in the 
appendix, some airline dummy variables were found to be statistically 
significant in the airframe cost regressions. In general, however, airline 
dummy variables do not seem to be useful. As shown in Table 4.1, the 
estimated age effects for total maintenance costs do not meaningfully 
change when airline dummy variables are included.

Aircraft and Airline Age Interactions

A more troubling possibility would be that different airlines or dif-
ferent types of aircraft have different aging effects. If that were so, it 
would be harder for the Air Force to generalize from commercial age 
effects to its situation: There would be no a priori way to know whether 

Table 4.1
Estimated Age Effects for Total Maintenance Costs per 
Flight Hour

Average Age of Airline Fleets

0–6 Years 6–12 Years
More than 
12 Years

Age effects as shown in 
Figure 4.1

Coefficient 17.6% 3.5% 0.7%

Standard error 1.8% 0.8% 0.7%

Age effects with airline 
dummy variables 
included

Coefficient 16.6% 3.3% 0.4%

Standard error 1.6% 0.8% 0.7%
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the Air Force’s fleets age more like United’s or American’s or more like 
a DC-10 or a 727, for example.

To test for such a possibility, the estimations were redone to 
include age*type (Ageirt ×μr) and age*airline (Ageirt × τi ) independent 
interaction variables. The results, presented in the appendix, showed no 
systematic pattern. For new aircraft (six years old and younger), five of 
25 types had an aging effect statistically significantly greater than the 
omitted aircraft type (727s). These “poorly aging” young aircraft were 
the A300, the A319, the A321, the MD-80, and the MD-90. Among 
the four large airlines for which RAND examined pre-1998 data (see 
Chapter Three), Delta and United have lower aging coefficients than 
American has.

For aircraft ages 6–12, the results suggested that the L188 had 
greater maintenance cost growth than the 727, but the F100 and MD-
11 had statistically significantly lower maintenance cost increases in 
this age range. None of the age*airline interaction terms was statisti-
cally significant in this age range.

For aircraft older than 12 years, none of the age*type interaction 
terms was statistically significant. Meanwhile, United had a greater age 
coefficient than American, the omitted airline. Table 4.2 summarizes 
these findings.

Few systematic patterns were found from the use of the interac-
tion terms, as shown in the table. No aircraft type or airline consis-
tently has a statistically significantly greater or lesser age effect across 
different-aged aircraft. The baseline assumption is that all types of air-
craft and airlines face broadly comparable aging effects. At least for the 
data in this sample, one cannot reject this null hypothesis.

If it is true, this “non-finding” is good news for the Air Force. 
If, for instance, Delta’s aircraft aged significantly differently than 
American’s aircraft, the Air Force would have to identify which airline 
its maintenance practices more closely resemble to know which airline 
to more closely examine for “lessons learned.” Such a difficult inquiry 
does not appear to be necessary.
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Table 4.2
Results of Search for Type-Specific and/or Airline-Specific Age Effects

Aircraft Age 0–6 
Years 

Aircraft Age 6–12 
Years

Aircraft Age 12 Years 
and Older

Age*type 
interactions

A300, A319, A321,
MD-80, and MD-90 
age coefficients are 
significantly greater 
than the age*727
interaction value

The L188 age 
coefficient is 
significantly greater 
than the 727’s; the 
F100 and MD-11
age coefficients are 
significantly less 
than the 727’s

No statistically 
significant age*type 
coefficients

Age*airline 
interactions

Delta’s and United’s 
age coefficients are 
significantly less 
than American’s

No statistically 
significant 
age*airline 
coefficients (relative 
to the omitted 
American Airlines)

United’s age 
coefficient is 
significantly greater 
than American’s

Endogenous Selection of Age Breaks 

In the baseline estimation, age effects were estimated separately for air-
craft ages 0–6 years, 6–12 years, and more than 12 years. A more sta-
tistically elegant approach would be to let the data determine the most 
appropriate or homogeneous splits. Regression tree estimations were 
used to evaluate different, prospective age break points in the data. The 
best break points minimize the sum of squared errors.

Regression tree analysis found that the first and most significant 
split in the data is at age three, when many aircraft warranty periods 
end. The second most significant split was at 12 years, roughly at the 
time of the second D check.

However, there is little meaningful difference between the baseline 
split of 6–12 years and the split of 3–12 years preferred by the regres-
sion tree analysis. The 3–12 split yields a slightly higher F statistic, but 
the 6–12 split yields a slightly larger combined R2 value. RAND chose 
to stick with the 6–12 split given its similarity to Boeing’s approach. Of 
course, the age-effect estimate for the post–12-years-old aircraft is the 
same whether a 3–12-years or 6–12-years split is used.

The study team was heartened by the regression tree results. The 
results lend credibility to the data and the estimation approach in that 
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the endogenously determined breaks correspond to known events in 
the life of aircraft. These findings also support the break points Boeing 
chose to use, shown in Figure 2.1. 
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CHAPTER FIVE

Potential Bias in Estimated Age Effects

This chapter investigates a potential bias in the commercial aviation 
data that could diminish the relevance of the commercial findings for 
the Air Force. In particular, there was concern that commercial air-
lines might be able to retire “poorly aging” fleets early, whereas the Air 
Force would not be able to do so. If commercial airlines can dispose of 
fleets with rapidly increasing maintenance costs (whereas the Air Force 
cannot), the nearly flat region depicted in Figure 4.1 after the 12-year 
mark in average fleet age might not be representative of what the Air 
Force should anticipate.

Indeed, some commercial fleets have been retired earlier than 
what is normal, where retirement at an average age greater than 20 
years is defined as “normal.” Over the past 40 years, 21 of 82 fleets in 
the DoT Form 41 data used in this study were retired (or, more likely, 
sold to foreign or cargo airlines) before reaching an average age of 20 
years. RAND labeled these “short-lived fleets.” Table 5.1 summarizes 
those fleets.

The 21 fleets in the table account for 156 of the 1,003 data points 
used in the analysis in Chapter Four. 

To assess whether these short-lived fleets had aging characteristics 
that differed from those of normally aging fleets, RAND created a 
dummy variable labeled short_fleets that has a value of 1 if the fleet is 
one of those listed in Table 5.1 and a value of 0 if it is not. RAND then 
estimated the model 1n(yirt) = α1 + α2 × short_fleets + β1 × Ageirt + 
β2 × Ageirt × short_fleets + μr + γt + εirt. This specification allows both 
the intercept and the age slope to be different for the early-retiring 
fleets (short_fleets = 1).
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Table 5.1
Characteristics of Short-Lived Fleets

Airline Aircraft Type
Age Period at 

Retirement 

Average Age 
at Retirement 

(years)
Year of 

Retirement

American 707 Aging 14.1 1981

American 720 Mature 11 1971

American 747 Aging 12.7 1992

American BAC111 Newness 5.6 1971

American CV990 Newness 5.4 1967

American L188 Mature  9.1 1968

American MD-11 Mature  8.8 2001

American MD-90 Newness  4 2000

Delta 747 Newness 5.5 1976

Delta A310 Newness  4 1994

Delta CV880 Mature 12.3 1973

Delta DC-10 Aging 13.9 1988

Northwest 707 Mature  9.4 1977

Northwest 720 Mature  9.5 1973

Northwest L188 Mature 11 1970

Northwest MD-80 Aging 17.5 1999

United 720 Mature 11.7 1972

United L1011 Mature  7.4 1988

United SE210 Mature  9.2 1970

United V700 Aging 12.1 1968

U.S. Airways MD-80 Aging 19 2001

As shown in Table 5.2, none of the short_fleets intercepts or age 
coefficients is statistically significantly different from zero. RAND 
found no evidence that the cost per flight hour of these short-lived 
fleets increased any differently than that of other fleets that lived a full 
life or are still in service today.
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Table 5.2
Estimation Model with Short-Lived Fleet Intercepts and Aging Effects 

Average Age of Fleets

0–6 Years 6–12 Years
More than 12 

Years

α2, short-lived fleets intercept 
(difference between the intercepts 
for non-early-retired aircraft and for 
short-lived fleets)

 0.12521  0.14985  0.17352

α2 standard error  0.17579  0.19865  0.45986

T-statistic  0.71  0.75  0.38

Probability  0.4769  0.4513  0.7057

β2, short-lived fleets aging effect 
(difference between the aging 
effects observed for non-early-retired 
aircraft and for short-lived fleets) 

 0.03463  0.00091 –0.00937

β2 standard error  0.04359  0.02139  0.03022

T-statistic  0.79  0.04 –0.31

Probability  0.4276  0.9661  0.7567

So why were these short-lived fleets retired early? Table 5.3 sug-
gests one hypothesis. Instead of running a model with different inter-
cepts and age effects for short-lived fleets, RAND ran the following:

1n(yirt) = α1 + α2 × short_fleets + β × Ageirt + μr + γt + εirt,

where only the intercept varies and short-lived fleets are assumed to 
have typical aging effects.

With this specification, the short_fleets intercept term is posi-
tive and significant during both the newness and mature periods (see 
Chapters Two and Three for a discussion of the different periods of air-
craft life). Further, RAND had only 20 short-lived-fleet observations 
for fleets in the 12-plus-years-of-life aging period. One might infer that 
the short-lived fleets were unusually expensive and that their elevated 
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Table 5.3
Different Intercept Only, for Short-Lived Fleets 

Average Age of Fleets

0–6 Years 6–12 Years
More than 12 

Years

α2, short fleets intercept (difference 
between the intercepts for non-
early-retired aircraft and for short-
lived fleets)  0.23489  0.15799  0.03360

α2 standard error  0.10876  0.05424  0.08407

T-statistic 2.16 2.91  0.40

Probability  0.0316  0.0039  0.6897

maintenance costs motivated the airlines to replace them. But their 
maintenance costs did not grow abnormally—they started out abnor-
mally high.

Of course, there may be other possible reasons for these short-life-
span fleets not surviving to 20 years of life. Those reasons may include 
loss of consumer demand for a particular type of aircraft, regulatory 
changes, an airline’s shifting business plan, and increased operating 
costs. Unusual maintenance-cost aging effects do not appear to be a 
contributor to the short life spans.

RAND found no evidence that airlines retired certain fleets early 
because the aircraft were aging abnormally poorly. Airline fleet retire-
ment does not appear to be causing Figure 4.1’s concavity. 

As noted in Chapter Three, this analysis covers only four major 
airlines (American, Delta, Northwest, and United) for 1965–1997. It 
could be that now-vanished airlines had greater problems with aging 
aircraft (which perhaps even contributed to the airlines’ demise). 
Testing this hypothesis would require gathering and tabulating more 
of the older DoT Form 41 data. 
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CHAPTER SIX

Conclusions

Readers initially may have been curious about why a study of fleets 
belonging to commercial airlines would be relevant to the Air Force’s 
military aircraft. This monograph presents research funded by the U.S. 
Air Force and undertaken by an Air Force officer while in the Pardee 
RAND Graduate School. Yet, the subject of this study is how the costs 
of maintaining commercial aircraft change as those aircraft age.

For this research to be relevant to the Air Force, one must accept 
the argument that the commercial airlines’ experience is meaning-
fully analogous to the Air Force’s experience. The analogy between 
commercial aviation and military aviation is closest for the Air Force’s 
executive transport aircraft, which are, for the most part, COTS. But 
more importantly, Air Force tankers and cargo aircraft are similar, at 
least across some dimensions, to commercial passenger aircraft. But the 
analogy is open to questioning. No commercial airliners in the data 
used in this study carry fuel for air-to-air refueling of other aircraft, 
for instance. In addition, commercial airliners fly many more hours 
per year than any military aircraft, even during combat periods. One 
might wonder how maintenance needs would evolve for a commercial 
aircraft that flew only 500 hours per year (as opposed to the thousands 
of hours per year that commercial aircraft commonly fly), but no prof-
itable airline would operate an aircraft on such a limited basis.

As stated earlier, this study used DoT data from 1965–2003 to 
analyze how total commercial aircraft maintenance costs (correct-
ing for economy-wide inflation) appear to change as commercial air-
craft age. In accord with related research by Boeing (Boeing, 2004a), 
RAND found that airline maintenance costs in the first six years of 
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aircraft ownership grow at a fairly sharp rate. This increase in mainte-
nance costs early in an aircraft’s life is, essentially, cost-shifting (which 
is unobserved in the data) from manufacturer-provided maintenance 
under aircraft warranties to maintenance paid for by the airlines.

For commercial fleets averaging 6 to 12 years of age, RAND 
found that maintenance costs per flying hour increase about 3.5 per-
cent per year of aircraft age, other factors being equal.

Perhaps the most intriguing result of this analysis is that total 
maintenance costs grow only slightly (not statistically significantly dif-
ferent from zero) for aircraft more than 12 years old. As Boeing had 
found earlier, RAND found that airframe maintenance costs grow 
for these older aircraft, but when engine and overhead costs are also 
factored in, there is very little growth in total maintenance costs per 
flying hour for those aircraft. Engine maintenance costs, in particular, 
remain very flat as aircraft age (after an initial jump in maintenance 
costs in the first few years of ownership).

Even if one accepts that the commercial aviation experience is 
relevant to the Air Force experience, there are limits as to what to infer 
from this analogy. U.S. airlines generally do not operate aircraft that are 
more than 25 years old. Hence, the flatness of maintenance costs late in 
the life of commercial aircraft says little about what might happen to, 
for instance, maintenance costs for military aircraft such as the B-52 or 
KC-135, given that those aircraft passed 25 years of service many years 
ago. (By the same token, these very old military aircraft may have rela-
tively few lifetime flight hours by commercial aviation standards.) 

This study suggests that pessimism about the future trajectory of 
total maintenance costs for military aircraft systems is not necessarily 
warranted. The assumption that total maintenance costs always grow 
rapidly as aircraft age may not be correct. When, for instance, the Air 
Force models the future maintenance costs of a new system, it may be 
appropriate for the Air Force to consider the possibility of a midlife (by 
military standards) period of relative stasis in maintenance costs, at 
least through the roughly 25-year point in the life of the system. This 
study also suggests that different types of aircraft maintenance costs, 
e.g., airframe maintenance versus engine maintenance, may show dif-
ferent cost patterns. 
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APPENDIX

Regression Results

This appendix provides the statistical output underlying the results
presented in Chapters Four and Five. Figure 4.1’s concave aging
curve, the central result of this analysis, comes from three separate
log-linear regressions. Each regression is of the form, 1n(yirt) = α  +
β * Ageirt + μr + γt + εirt, where μr are aircraft-type dummy variables,
γt are calendar-year dummy variables, and Ageirt are the average ages
of the airlines’ fleets. The three different regressions emanate from
dividing the data among fleets six years of age and younger (Age ≤ 6),
fleets ages 6–12 years (6 < Age ≤ 12), and fleets more than 12 years
old (12 < Age).

In the tabulation that follows, the intercept value (α ) is
displayed first. Next, the Age (Ageirt) variable of central interest is
displayed, followed by aircraft type dummy variables (μr, 707-V700),
where 727 is the omitted aircraft-type variable.  Next are year dummy
variables (γt), with 1986 as the omitted year (and 1985 is always
dropped, because data for 1985 are missing from the DoT data used
for this study). A variable was dropped from the estimation if there
were no observations of the variable in the subsample. For example,
all 777s in the DoT data were quite new, so the 777 dummy variable
was dropped from the 6 < Age < = 12 and 12 < Age regressions.
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Baseline Regressions

Age ≤ 6

Number of obs =     355
F( 63,   290) =   12.19
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.7258
Adj R-squared =  0.6662
Root MSE      =  .41296

      Source |       SS       df       MS
   -------------+------------------------------
       Model |  130.91233     63     2.07797
    Residual |   49.45426    290     0.17053
   -------------+------------------------------
       Total |  180.36659    353

-------------------------------------------------------
             |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
-------------+-----------------------------------------
   Intercept | -1.99624    0.24636      -8.10   0.0000
         Age |  0.17634    0.01754      10.05   0.0000
         707 | -0.19895    0.14455      -1.38   0.1698
         720 | -0.44943    0.20457      -2.20   0.0288
         727 |  (omitted)
         737 |  0.12438    0.17541       0.71   0.4788
         747 |  1.24815    0.13453       9.28   0.0000
         757 |  0.74363    0.21673       3.43   0.0007
         767 |  0.92877    0.21040       4.41   0.0000
         777 |  1.28132    0.23343       5.49   0.0000
        A300 |  1.24816    0.26243       4.76   0.0000
        A310 |  0.84997    0.29659       2.87   0.0045
        A319 |  0.01997    0.24231       0.08   0.9344
        A320 |  0.56165    0.22479       2.50   0.0130
        A321 | -0.50183    0.32997      -1.52   0.1294
        A330 |  1.00955    0.31189       3.24   0.0013
      BAC111 |  0.17399    0.18863       0.92   0.3571
       CV880 | -0.10166    0.32395      -0.31   0.7539
       CV990 |  0.38085    0.26788       1.42   0.1562
      CVR580 |  (dropped)
        DC10 |  0.95905    0.14835       6.46   0.0000
         DC8 | -0.26918    0.16887      -1.59   0.1120
         DC9 | -0.21152    0.16587      -1.28   0.2032
        F100 |  0.85462    0.26955       3.17   0.0017
       L1011 |  1.29734    0.17969       7.22   0.0000
        L188 |  (dropped)
        MD11 |  1.40350    0.23682       5.93   0.0000
        MD80 |  0.13193    0.23734       0.56   0.5787
        MD90 |  0.74269    0.26126       2.84   0.0048
       SE210 | -0.38249    0.32265      -1.19   0.2368
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        V700 |  (dropped)
       y1965 |  1.54560    0.27572       5.61   0.0000
       y1966 |  1.35162    0.26732       5.06   0.0000
       y1967 |  1.28541    0.26919       4.78   0.0000
       y1968 |  1.21992    0.26043       4.68   0.0000
       y1969 |  1.11060    0.25892       4.29   0.0000
       y1970 |  0.98323    0.25075       3.92   0.0001
       y1971 |  0.76222    0.25147       3.03   0.0027
       y1972 |  0.76482    0.25027       3.06   0.0025
       y1973 |  0.66215    0.25258       2.62   0.0092
       y1974 |  0.80025    0.25784       3.10   0.0021
       y1975 |  0.65394    0.26421       2.48   0.0139
       y1976 |  0.54703    0.26458       2.07   0.0396
       y1977 |  0.49505    0.28810       1.72   0.0868
       y1978 |  0.31963    0.30023       1.06   0.2879
       y1979 |  0.34767    0.36063       0.96   0.3358
       y1980 |  0.25432    0.36082       0.70   0.4815
       y1981 |  0.05572    0.47266       0.12   0.9062
       y1982 |  0.19651    0.33599       0.58   0.5591
       y1983 |  0.00129    0.28995       0.00   0.9965
       y1984 |  0.00471    0.23909       0.02   0.9843
       y1985 |  (dropped)
       y1986 |  (omitted)
       y1987 |  0.04893    0.20870       0.23   0.8148
       y1988 | -0.04549    0.20910      -0.22   0.8279
       y1989 | -0.11243    0.19994      -0.56   0.5744
       y1990 | -0.05448    0.20607      -0.26   0.7917
       y1991 |  0.10936    0.19389       0.56   0.5732
       y1992 | -0.08349    0.19322      -0.43   0.6660
       y1993 | -0.09963    0.19123      -0.52   0.6028
       y1994 |  0.01076    0.20903       0.05   0.9590
       y1995 | -0.14824    0.20949      -0.71   0.4798
       y1996 | -0.23871    0.21721      -1.10   0.2727
       y1997 | -0.16446    0.22453      -0.73   0.4645
       y1998 | -0.45683    0.21904      -2.09   0.0379
       y1999 | -0.03919    0.19844      -0.20   0.8436
       y2000 |  0.06895    0.20233       0.34   0.7335
       y2001 | -0.06513    0.20060      -0.32   0.7456
       y2002 |  0.03727    0.20252       0.18   0.8541
       y2003 |  0.07223    0.20856       0.35   0.7293
-------------------------------------------------------

6 < Age ≤ 12

Number of obs =     349
F( 58,   290) =   23.84
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.8266
Adj R-squared =  0.7920
Root MSE      =  .19615

      Source |       SS       df       MS
   -------------+------------------------------
       Model |    53.20140    58    0.917227
    Residual |    11.15780   290    0.03848
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-------------+------------------------------
       Total |    64.35920   348
-------------------------------------------------------
             |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
-------------+-----------------------------------------
   Intercept | -1.14539    0.13481      -8.50   0.0000
         Age |  0.03525    0.00803       4.39   0.0000
         707 |  0.25832    0.06846       3.77   0.0002
         720 |  0.08057    0.10844       0.74   0.4581
         727 |  (omitted)
         737 |  0.19083    0.06320       3.02   0.0028
         747 |  1.23502    0.05052      24.44   0.0000
         757 |  0.51476    0.07133       7.22   0.0000
         767 |  0.61787    0.07251       8.52   0.0000
         777 |  (dropped)
        A300 |  1.22277    0.10484      11.66   0.0000
        A310 |  (dropped)
        A319 |  (dropped)
        A320 |  0.32978    0.09205       3.58   0.0004
        A321 |  (dropped)
        A330 |  (dropped)
      BAC111 |  (dropped)
       CV880 |  0.45293    0.12873       3.52   0.0005
       CV990 |  (dropped)
      CVR580 |  (dropped)
        DC10 |  0.97107    0.05719      16.98   0.0000
         DC8 |  0.22933    0.07829       2.93   0.0037
         DC9 |  0.15920    0.08243      -1.93   0.0544
        F100 |  0.00907    0.15583       0.06   0.9536
       L1011 |  0.87773    0.08784       9.99   0.0000
        L188 |  0.13121    0.14289       0.92   0.3593
        MD11 |  0.92243    0.09988       9.24   0.0000
        MD80 |  0.25483    0.07416       3.44   0.0007
        MD90 |  0.57751    0.13412       4.31   0.0000
       SE210 |  0.11962    0.14880       0.80   0.4221
        V700 | -0.36247    0.19405      -1.87   0.0628
       y1965 |  0.53170    0.22235       2.39   0.0174
       y1966 |  0.55937    0.21923       2.55   0.0112
       y1967 |  0.68953    0.18074       3.82   0.0002
       y1968 |  0.58849    0.17508       3.36   0.0009
       y1969 |  0.53338    0.17376       3.07   0.0023
       y1970 |  0.58909    0.15915       3.70   0.0003
       y1971 |  0.42169    0.15283       2.76   0.0062
       y1972 |  0.29858    0.14216       2.10   0.0366
       y1973 |  0.41477    0.13404       3.09   0.0022
       y1974 |  0.43949    0.12785       3.44   0.0007
       y1975 |  0.38682    0.12656       3.06   0.0024
       y1976 |  0.36863    0.12561       2.93   0.0036
       y1977 |  0.34858    0.12099       2.88   0.0043
       y1978 |  0.26643    0.11965       2.23   0.0267
       y1979 |  0.16546    0.17750       1.41   0.1602
       y1980 |  0.21641    0.11886       1.82   0.0697
       y1981 |  0.18824    0.11854       1.59   0.1134
       y1982 |  0.00277    0.12002       0.02   0.9816
       y1983 |  0.05272    0.11890       0.44   0.6578
       y1984 | -0.02115    0.12885      -0.16   0.8697
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       y1985 |  (dropped)
       y1986 |  (omitted)
       y1987 |  0.09588    0.12703       0.75   0.4510
       y1988 |  0.06011    0.12480       0.48   0.6304
       y1989 |  0.13466    0.12761       1.06   0.2922
       y1990 |  0.17370    0.12537       1.39   0.1670
       y1991 |  0.19320    0.13946       1.39   0.1670
       y1992 | -0.04096    0.14896      -0.27   0.7835
       y1993 | -0.04389    0.14858      -0.30   0.7679
       y1994 | -0.16227    0.13684      -1.19   0.2367
       y1995 | -0.15570    0.13395      -1.16   0.2460
       y1996 | -0.16573    0.13148      -1.26   0.2085
       y1997 | -0.11328    0.13177      -0.86   0.3907
       y1998 | -0.09962    0.11990      -0.83   0.4068
       y1999 | -0.06177    0.12032      -0.51   0.6081
       y2000 |  0.06143    0.11980       0.51   0.6085
       y2001 |  0.21006    0.11990       1.75   0.0808
       y2002 |  0.18642    0.12077       1.54   0.1238
       y2003 |  0.04379    0.12258       0.36   0.7212
-------------------------------------------------------

12 < Age

Number of obs =     299
F( 40,   258) =   18.86
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.7452
Adj R-squared =  0.7057
Root MSE      =  .24612

      Source |       SS       df       MS
-------------+------------------------------
       Model |    45.70615    40    1.14265
    Residual |    15.62819   258    0.06057
-------------+------------------------------
       Total |    61.33434   298

-------------------------------------------------------
             |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
-------------+-----------------------------------------
   Intercept | -0.50908    0.12704      -4.01   0.0000
         Age |  0.00715    0.00715       1.00   0.3182
         707 | -0.02010    0.17553      -0.11   0.9089
         720 |  (dropped)
         727 |  (omitted)
         737 |  0.03681    0.06703       0.55   0.5833
         747 |  0.82491    0.06056      13.62   0.0000
         757 |  0.35910    0.11829       3.04   0.0026
         767 |  0.19868    0.13197       1.51   0.1334
         777 |  (dropped)
        A300 |  0.77283    0.16525       4.68   0.0000
        A310 |  (dropped)
        A319 |  (dropped)
        A320 |  (dropped)
        A321 |  (dropped)
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        A330 |  (dropped)
      BAC111 |  (dropped)
       CV880 |  0.26891    0.25834       1.04   0.2989
       CV990 |  (dropped)
      CVR580 | -0.09270    0.19490      -0.48   0.6347
        DC10 |  0.79648    0.04596      17.33   0.0000
         DC8 |  0.27332    0.07655       3.57   0.0004
         DC9 | -0.24742    0.06489      -3.81   0.0002
        F100 |  (dropped)
       L1011 |  0.49307    0.08199       6.01   0.0000
        L188 |  (dropped)
        MD11 |  (dropped)
        MD80 | -0.00932    0.07763      -0.12   0.9045
        MD90 |  (dropped)
       SE210 |  (dropped)
        V700 |  (dropped)
       y1965 |  (dropped)
       y1966 |  (dropped)
       y1967 |  (dropped)
       y1968 | -0.28767    0.25840      -1.11   0.2666
       y1969 |  (dropped)
       y1970 |  (dropped)
       y1971 |  (dropped)
       y1972 |  (dropped)
       y1973 |  (dropped)
       y1974 |  (dropped)
       y1975 |  (dropped)
       y1976 |  (dropped)
       y1977 |  0.20204    0.19932       1.01   0.3117
       y1978 |  0.13867    0.19912       0.70   0.4868
       y1979 |  0.24616    0.17745       1.39   0.1666
       y1980 |  0.23320    0.15339       1.52   0.1297
       y1981 |  0.15542    0.13927       1.12   0.2655
       y1982 |  0.05676    0.13313       0.43   0.6702
       y1983 | -0.07144    0.12522      -0.57   0.5688
       y1984 | -0.13111    0.11371      -1.15   0.2500
       y1985 |  (dropped)
       y1986 |  (omitted)
       y1987 | -0.01428    0.09710      -0.15   0.8832
       y1988 | -0.01216    0.09914      -0.12   0.9024
       y1989 |  0.11553    0.10442       1.11   0.2696
       y1990 |  0.15417    0.10516       1.47   0.1439
       y1991 |  0.20028    0.10052       1.99   0.0474
       y1992 |  0.15722    0.10290       1.53   0.1278
       y1993 |  0.06035    0.10756       0.56   0.5753
       y1994 |  0.04866    0.10462       0.47   0.6422
       y1995 |  0.06010    0.10631       0.57   0.5723
       y1996 |  0.10376    0.10839       0.96   0.3393
       y1997 |  0.11280    0.10777       1.05   0.2962
       y1998 |  0.27348    0.10561       2.59   0.0102
       y1999 |  0.23838    0.10781       2.21   0.0279
       y2000 |  0.26775    0.11088       2.41   0.0164
       y2001 |  0.29075    0.11228       2.59   0.0102
       y2002 |  0.18833    0.11653       1.62   0.1073
       y2003 |  0.23762    0.11717       2.03   0.0436
-------------------------------------------------------
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The results of Boeing’s seminal maturity-model, shown in
Figure 2.1, were computed by analyzing only airframe maintenance
costs, not total aircraft maintenance costs. To check RAND’s
findings against Boeing’s, the RAND study team ran separate
regressions for airframe costs, engine costs, and burden costs (all other
costs, including overhead). In the airframe case, the study team found
it helpful (in the sense of improving goodness-of-fit) to include
airline dummy variables (Alaska Airlines through U.S. Airways).
American Airlines was the omitted airline in constructing these
dichotomous independent airline variables.

Airframe Cost Regressions

Age ≤ 6

Number of obs =     355
F( 32,   321) =   23.59
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.7016
Adj R-squared =  0.6719
Root MSE      =  .34816

      Source |       SS       df       MS
-------------+------------------------------
       Model |    91.48985    32     2.85906
    Residual |    38.91006   321     0.12122
-------------+------------------------------
       Total |   130.39991   353

-------------------------------------------------------
             |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
-------------+-----------------------------------------
   Intercept | -1.87536    0.08228     -22.79   0.0000
         Age |  0.07163    0.01210       5.92   0.0000
         707 |  0.22478    0.11730       1.92   0.0562
         720 |  0.22703    0.14818       1.53   0.1265
         727 |  (omitted)
         737 | -0.54595    0.10586      -5.16   0.0000
         747 |  0.90606    0.09710       9.33   0.0000
         757 | -0.31000    0.08533      -3.63   0.0003
         767 |  0.11816    0.08948       1.32   0.1876
         777 |  0.24788    0.09793       2.53   0.0118
        A300 |  0.65845    0.15046       4.38   0.0000
        A310 |  0.63369    0.18964       3.34   0.0009
        A319 | -0.80272    0.12015      -6.68   0.0000
        A320 | -0.26374    0.09994      -2.64   0.0087
        A321 | -1.20979    0.24412      -4.96   0.0000
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        A330 |  0.62328    0.20846       2.99   0.0030
      BAC111 |  0.34264    0.15965       2.15   0.0326
       CV880 |  0.64639    0.25778       2.51   0.0127
       CV990 |  0.71381    0.21434       3.33   0.0010
      CVR580 |  (dropped)
        DC10 |  0.58595    0.09838       5.96   0.0000
         DC8 |  0.16110    0.12940       1.24   0.2141
         DC9 | -0.05545    0.14354      -0.39   0.6996
        F100 |  0.10131    0.15072       0.67   0.5019
       L1011 |  0.72688    0.12683       5.73   0.0000
        L188 |  (dropped)
        MD11 |  0.45468    0.10722       4.24   0.0000
        MD80 | -0.52539    0.12060      -4.36   0.0000
        MD90 | -0.27587    0.14066      -1.96   0.0507
       SE210 | -0.03726    0.25734      -0.14   0.8850
        V700 |  (dropped)
      Alaska |  (dropped)
America West |  0.54692    0.17104       3.20   0.0015
    American |  (omitted)
 Continental |  0.18028    0.10512       1.72   0.0873
       Delta | -0.10984    0.06274      -1.75   0.0810
   Northwest | -0.23605    0.07011      -3.37   0.0009
   Southwest |  (dropped)
      United |  0.15949    0.06235       2.56   0.0110
  US Airways | -0.11766    0.13368      -0.88   0.3794
-------------------------------------------------------

6 < Age ≤ 12

Number of obs =     349
F( 29,   319) =   28.11
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.7187
Adj R-squared =  0.6932
Root MSE      =  .25703

      Source |       SS       df       MS
-------------+------------------------------
       Model |    53.85416    29     1.85704
    Residual |    21.07428   319     0.06606
-------------+------------------------------
       Total |    74.92844   348

-------------------------------------------------------
             |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
-------------+-----------------------------------------
   Intercept | -1.87995    0.09164     -20.51   0.0000
         Age |  0.02257    0.00880       2.56   0.0108
         707 |  0.17852    0.08107       2.20   0.0284
         720 |  0.42314    0.07424       5.70   0.0000
         727 |  (omitted)
         737 |  0.27273    0.06356       4.29   0.0000
         747 |  1.13689    0.05933      19.16   0.0000
         757 |  0.14365    0.05854       2.45   0.0147
         767 |  0.49539    0.06162       8.04   0.0000
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         777 |  (dropped)
        A300 |  1.05599    0.11551       9.14   0.0000
        A310 |  (dropped)
        A319 |  (dropped)
        A320 |  0.22572    0.11018       2.05   0.0413
        A321 |  (dropped)
        A330 |  (dropped)
      BAC111 |  (dropped)
       CV880 |  0.88500    0.11765       7.52   0.0000
       CV990 |  (dropped)
      CVR580 |  (dropped)
        DC10 |  0.73812    0.06897      10.70   0.0000
         DC8 |  0.47753    0.08207       5.82   0.0000
         DC9 |  0.28235    0.11074       2.55   0.0112
        F100 | -0.09483    0.18865      -0.50   0.6155
       L1011 |  1.10988    0.10269      10.81   0.0000
        L188 |  0.67910    0.09219       7.37   0.0000
        MD11 |  0.92926    0.10706       8.68   0.0000
        MD80 |  0.15581    0.07020       2.22   0.0271
        MD90 |  0.83063    0.15824       5.25   0.0000
       SE210 |  0.48311    0.13745       3.51   0.0005
        V700 |  0.19464    0.15630       1.25   0.2139
      Alaska |  0.41033    0.09234       4.44   0.0000
America West |  0.45555    0.14549       3.13   0.0019
    American |  (omitted)
 Continental | -0.05756    0.11928      -0.48   0.6298
       Delta | -0.32579    0.05041      -6.46   0.0000
   Northwest | -0.24937    0.04484      -5.56   0.0000
   Southwest |  0.23486    0.12082       1.94   0.0528
      United | -0.08734    0.04554      -1.92   0.0560
  US Airways |  0.04794    0.10197       0.47   0.6386
-------------------------------------------------------

12 < Age

Number of obs =     299
F( 22,   276) =   19.95
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.6139
Adj R-squared =  0.5831
Root MSE      =  .30582

      Source |       SS       df       MS
-------------+------------------------------
       Model |    41.04552    22     1.86571
    Residual |    25.81295   276     0.09353
-------------+------------------------------
       Total |    66.85847   298

-------------------------------------------------------
             |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
-------------+-----------------------------------------
   Intercept | -1.80564    0.12214     -14.78   0.0000
         Age |  0.03129    0.00581       5.39   0.0000
         707 | -0.14894    0.18736      -0.79   0.4273
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         720 |  (dropped)
         727 |  (omitted)
         737 |  0.00870    0.08134       0.11   0.9149
         747 |  0.62362    0.07366       8.47   0.0000
         757 |  0.18106    0.15679       1.15   0.2492
         767 |  0.30366    0.14460       2.10   0.0366
         777 |  (dropped)
        A300 |  0.90570    0.18760       4.83   0.0000
        A310 |  (dropped)
        A319 |  (dropped)
        A320 |  (dropped)
        A321 |  (dropped)
        A330 |  (dropped)
      BAC111 |  (dropped)
       CV880 |  0.19516    0.31263       0.62   0.5330
       CV990 |  (dropped)
      CVR580 | -0.24405    0.19667      -1.24   0.2157
        DC10 |  0.65285    0.05718      11.42   0.0000
         DC8 |  0.16234    0.07604       2.14   0.0336
         DC9 | -0.19167    0.07285      -2.63   0.0090
        F100 |  (dropped)
       L1011 |  0.65236    0.10953       5.96   0.0000
        L188 |  (dropped)
        MD11 |  (dropped)
        MD80 | -0.06376    0.08595      -0.74   0.4588
        MD90 |  (dropped)
       SE210 |  (dropped)
        V700 | -0.30959    0.31218      -0.99   0.3222
      Alaska |  0.13228    0.31671       0.42   0.6765
America West |  0.61840    0.13351       4.63   0.0000
    American |  (omitted)
 Continental |  0.42503    0.10067       4.22   0.0000
       Delta | -0.11003    0.07301      -1.51   0.1329
   Northwest | -0.20826    0.06088      -3.42   0.0007
   Southwest |  (dropped)
      United |  0.00836    0.06082       0.14   0.8908
  US Airways |  0.06446    0.10532       0.61   0.5410
----------------------------------------------------------------

Engine Cost Regressions

Age ≤ 6

Number of obs =     355
F( 63,   290) =   10.26
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.6902
Adj R-squared =  0.6229
Root MSE      =  .73633

Source |       SS       df       MS
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-------------+------------------------------
       Model |   350.32193    63     5.56067
    Residual |   157.23201   290     0.54218
-------------+------------------------------
       Total |   507.55394   353

-------------------------------------------------------
             |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
-------------+-----------------------------------------
   Intercept | -4.42263    0.43928     -10.07   0.0000
         Age |  0.42732    0.03127      13.66   0.0000
         707 | -0.63203    0.25775      -2.45   0.0148
         720 | -1.56375    0.36477      -4.29   0.0000
         727 |  (omitted)
         737 |  0.15571    0.31276       0.50   0.6190
         747 |  2.08638    0.23988       8.70   0.0000
         757 |  1.19678    0.38644       3.10   0.0021
         767 |  0.96622    0.37516       2.58   0.0105
         777 |  1.88739    0.41622       4.53   0.0000
        A300 |  1.71066    0.46793       3.66   0.0003
        A310 |  1.07721    0.52884       2.04   0.0426
        A319 |  0.40392    0.43205       0.93   0.3506
        A320 |  1.04236    0.40082       2.60   0.0098
        A321 |  0.63208    0.58837       1.07   0.2836
        A330 |  1.28800    0.55612       2.32   0.0213
      BAC111 | -0.35531    0.33635      -1.06   0.2917
       CV880 | -1.18651    0.57762      -2.05   0.0409
       CV990 | -0.58805    0.47765      -1.23   0.2193
      CVR580 |  (dropped)
        DC10 |  1.80381    0.26453       6.82   0.0000
         DC8 | -1.29068    0.30110      -4.29   0.0000
         DC9 | -0.37871    0.29575      -1.28   0.2014
        F100 |  1.07694    0.48063       2.24   0.0258
       L1011 |  1.77231    0.32040       5.53   0.0000
        L188 |  (dropped)
        MD11 |  2.08702    0.42226       4.94   0.0000
        MD80 |  0.18605    0.42320       0.44   0.6605
        MD90 |  1.82381    0.46584       3.92   0.0001
       SE210 | -1.52157    0.57530      -2.64   0.0086
        V700 |  (dropped)
       y1965 |  2.78558    0.49163       5.67   0.0000
       y1966 |  2.37739    0.47664       4.99   0.0000
       y1967 |  2.17352    0.47999       4.53   0.0000
       y1968 |  1.83856    0.46437       3.96   0.0000
       y1969 |  1.67526    0.46168       3.63   0.0003
       y1970 |  1.20169    0.44710       2.69   0.0076
       y1971 |  0.77659    0.44839       1.73   0.0843
       y1972 |  0.62377    0.44625       1.40   0.1632
       y1973 |  0.47515    0.45036       1.06   0.2923
       y1974 |  0.59933    0.45975       1.30   0.1934
       y1975 |  0.58126    0.47111       1.23   0.2183
       y1976 |  0.04506    0.47177       0.10   0.9240
       y1977 |  0.10557    0.51370       0.21   0.8373
       y1978 | -0.20853    0.53533      -0.39   0.6972
       y1979 | -0.14369    0.64303      -0.22   0.8233
       y1980 | -0.17624    0.64337      -0.27   0.7843
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       y1981 | -0.53713    0.84279      -0.64   0.5244
       y1982 | -0.63676    0.59910      -1.06   0.2887
       y1983 | -0.84798    0.51701      -1.64   0.1021
       y1984 | -0.21568    0.42631      -0.51   0.6133
       y1985 |  (dropped)
       y1986 |  (omitted)
       y1987 |  0.22866    0.37213       0.61   0.5394
       y1988 |  0.33019    0.37284       0.89   0.3766
       y1989 | -0.26958    0.35651      -0.76   0.4502
       y1990 | -0.29095    0.36744      -0.79   0.4291
       y1991 |  0.07079    0.34572       0.20   0.8379
       y1992 | -0.47727    0.34452      -1.39   0.1670
       y1993 | -0.39470    0.34098      -1.16   0.2480
       y1994 | -0.29206    0.37272      -0.78   0.4339
       y1995 | -0.62170    0.37354      -1.66   0.0971
       y1996 | -0.96145    0.38729      -2.48   0.0136
       y1997 | -1.05577    0.40035      -2.64   0.0088
       y1998 | -1.25053    0.39057      -3.20   0.0015
       y1999 | -0.46790    0.35383      -1.32   0.1871
       y2000 | -0.35840    0.36078      -0.99   0.3213
       y2001 | -0.52993    0.35768      -1.48   0.1395
       y2002 | -0.48279    0.36111      -1.34   0.1823
       y2003 | -0.57225    0.37187      -1.54   0.1249
-------------------------------------------------------

6 < Age ≤ 12

Number of obs =     349
F( 58,   290) =   17.79
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.7806
Adj R-squared =  0.7367
Root MSE      =  .34987

      Source |       SS       df       MS
-------------+------------------------------
       Model |    126.32006    58    2.17793
    Residual |     35.49925   290    0.12241
-------------+------------------------------
       Total |    161.81931   348

-------------------------------------------------------
             |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
-------------+-----------------------------------------
   Intercept | -2.32789    0.24046      -9.68   0.0000
         Age |  0.02163    0.01433       1.51   0.1322
         707 |  0.44096    0.12211       3.61   0.0004
         720 |  0.23085    0.19343       1.19   0.2337
         727 |  (omitted)
         737 |  0.19680    0.11274       1.75   0.0819
         747 |  1.67007    0.09012      18.53   0.0000
         757 |  1.32843    0.12723      10.44   0.0000
         767 |  1.01565    0.12934       7.85   0.0000
         777 |  (dropped)
        A300 |  1.83821    0.18700       9.83   0.0000
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        A310 |  (dropped)
        A319 |  (dropped)
        A320 |  1.13065    0.16419       6.89   0.0000
        A321 |  (dropped)
        A330 |  (dropped)
      BAC111 |  (dropped)
       CV880 |  0.72744    0.22961       3.17   0.0017
       CV990 |  (dropped)
      CVR580 |  (dropped)
        DC10 |  1.37681    0.10200      13.50   0.0000
         DC8 |  0.15447    0.13965       1.11   0.2696
         DC9 | -0.78197    0.14703      -5.32   0.0000
        F100 |  0.14527    0.27794       0.52   0.6016
       L1011 |  0.65859    0.15668       4.20   0.0000
        L188 |  0.66711    0.25487       2.62   0.0093
        MD11 |  1.86912    0.17815      10.49   0.0000
        MD80 |  0.63883    0.13227       4.83   0.0000
        MD90 |  1.26840    0.23922       5.30   0.0000
       SE210 |  0.04662    0.26542       0.18   0.8607
        V700 | -1.16709    0.34613      -3.37   0.0008
       y1965 |  0.18949    0.39660       0.48   0.6332
       y1966 |  0.09353    0.39103       0.24   0.8111
       y1967 |  0.41149    0.32238       1.28   0.2028
       y1968 |  0.31870    0.31228       1.02   0.3083
       y1969 |  0.22374    0.30994       0.72   0.4710
       y1970 |  0.29518    0.28387       1.04   0.2993
       y1971 |  0.02439    0.27260       0.09   0.9288
       y1972 |  0.04213    0.25357       0.17   0.8681
       y1973 |  0.42294    0.23909       1.77   0.0780
       y1974 |  0.37019    0.22805       1.62   0.1056
       y1975 |  0.28922    0.22575       1.28   0.2012
       y1976 |  0.26534    0.22405       1.18   0.2373
       y1977 |  0.30720    0.21580       1.42   0.1557
       y1978 |  0.12454    0.21341       0.58   0.5600
       y1979 | -0.01330    0.20959      -0.05   0.9570
       y1980 |  0.08598    0.21201       0.41   0.6854
       y1981 | -0.00369    0.21143      -0.02   0.9861
       y1982 | -0.28750    0.21407      -1.34   0.1803
       y1983 | -0.07909    0.21209      -0.37   0.7095
       y1984 |  0.01205    0.22982       0.05   0.9582
       y1985 |  (dropped)
       y1986 |  (omitted)
       y1987 |  0.16558    0.22657       0.73   0.4655
       y1988 | -0.02027    0.22260      -0.09   0.9275
       y1989 | -0.09524    0.22761      -0.42   0.6759
       y1990 |  0.00531    0.22363       0.02   0.9811
       y1991 | -0.23208    0.24875      -0.93   0.3516
       y1992 | -0.49060    0.26570      -1.85   0.0659
       y1993 | -0.39215    0.26501      -1.48   0.1400
       y1994 | -0.60860    0.24409      -2.49   0.0132
       y1995 | -0.62285    0.23893      -2.61   0.0096
       y1996 | -0.62456    0.23452      -2.66   0.0082
       y1997 | -0.46757    0.23504      -1.99   0.0476
       y1998 | -0.58169    0.21387      -2.72   0.0069
       y1999 | -0.54871    0.21461      -2.56   0.0111
       y2000 | -0.57475    0.21369      -2.69   0.0076
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       y2001 | -0.34275    0.21386      -1.60   0.1101
       y2002 | -0.29015    0.21541      -1.35   0.1790
       y2003 | -0.40678    0.21865      -1.86   0.0638
-------------------------------------------------------

12 < Age

Number of obs =     299
F( 40,   258) =   16.88
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.7235
Adj R-squared =  0.6807
Root MSE      =  .43943

      Source |       SS       df       MS
-------------+------------------------------
       Model |   130.38446    40     3.25961
    Residual |    49.81983   258     0.19310
-------------+------------------------------
       Total |   180.20430   298

-------------------------------------------------------
             |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
-------------+-----------------------------------------
   Intercept | -1.85617    0.22682      -8.18   0.0000
         Age |  0.00803    0.01277       0.63   0.5302
         707 | -0.73203    0.31340      -2.34   0.0203
         720 |  (dropped)
         727 |  (omitted)
         737 | -0.00197    0.11968      -0.02   0.9869
         747 |  1.20139    0.10813      11.11   0.0000
         757 |  0.97074    0.21119       4.60   0.0000
         767 |  0.10667    0.23563       0.45   0.6512
         777 |  (dropped)
        A300 |  0.79885    0.29505       2.71   0.0072
        A310 |  (dropped)
        A319 |  (dropped)
        A320 |  (dropped)
        A321 |  (dropped)
        A330 |  (dropped)
      BAC111 |  (dropped)
       CV880 | -0.18033    0.46126      -0.39   0.6961
       CV990 |  (dropped)
      CVR580 | -0.05571    0.34799      -0.16   0.8729
        DC10 |  1.24808    0.08206      15.21   0.0000
         DC8 | -0.21807    0.13668      -1.60   0.1118
         DC9 | -0.44970    0.11585      -3.88   0.0001
        F100 |  (dropped)
       L1011 |  0.44026    0.14639       3.01   0.0029
        L188 |  (dropped)
        MD11 |  (dropped)
        MD80 |  0.13563    0.13860       0.98   0.3287
        MD90 |  (dropped)
       SE210 |  (dropped)
        V700 |  (dropped)
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       y1965 |  (dropped)
       y1966 |  (dropped)
       y1967 |  (dropped)
       y1968 | -1.76027    0.46135      -3.82   0.0002
       y1969 |  (dropped)
       y1970 |  (dropped)
       y1971 |  (dropped)
       y1972 |  (dropped)
       y1973 |  (dropped)
       y1974 |  (dropped)
       y1975 |  (dropped)
       y1976 |  (dropped)
       y1977 |  0.44023    0.35588       1.24   0.2172
       y1978 |  0.42137    0.35551       1.19   0.2370
       y1979 |  0.56251    0.31683       1.78   0.0770
       y1980 |  0.29000    0.27388       1.06   0.2906
       y1981 | -0.21975    0.24865      -0.88   0.3776
       y1982 | -0.31631    0.23769      -1.33   0.1844
       y1983 | -0.80448    0.22358      -3.60   0.0004
       y1984 | -0.62220    0.20303      -3.06   0.0024
       y1985 |  (dropped)
       y1986 |  (omitted)
       y1987 | -0.05398    0.17336      -0.31   0.7558
       y1988 | -0.01960    0.17701      -0.11   0.9119
       y1989 |  0.09580    0.18643       0.51   0.6078
       y1990 |  0.02015    0.18776       0.11   0.9146
       y1991 |  0.16520    0.17947       0.92   0.3582
       y1992 |  0.01990    0.18372       0.11   0.9138
       y1993 | -0.08613    0.19205      -0.45   0.6542
       y1994 | -0.14696    0.18678      -0.79   0.4321
       y1995 | -0.20496    0.18981      -1.08   0.2812
       y1996 | -0.04926    0.19352      -0.25   0.7993
       y1997 | -0.04081    0.19241      -0.21   0.8322
       y1998 |  0.11424    0.18855       0.61   0.5451
       y1999 |  0.14453    0.19248       0.75   0.4534
       y2000 |  0.14705    0.19798       0.74   0.4583
       y2001 |  0.22362    0.20047       1.12   0.2657
       y2002 |  0.02142    0.20805       0.10   0.9181
       y2003 |  0.09607    0.20919       0.46   0.6465
---------------------------------------------------------------

Burden Cost Regressions

Age ≤ 6

Number of obs =     355
F( 63,   294) =    5.86
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.5601
Adj R-squared =  0.4646
Root MSE      =  .61115
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      Source |       SS       df       MS
-------------+------------------------------
       Model |   137.93020    63     2.18937
    Residual |   108.31547   290     0.37350
-------------+------------------------------
       Total |   246.24567   353

-------------------------------------------------------
             |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
-------------+-----------------------------------------
   Intercept | -3.09879    0.36460      -8.50   0.0000
         Age |  0.13945    0.02596       5.37   0.0000
         707 | -0.12753    0.21393      -0.60   0.5516
         720 | -0.27227    0.30275      -0.90   0.3692
         727 |  (omitted)
         737 |  0.34745    0.25959       1.34   0.1818
         747 |  0.83141    0.19910       4.18   0.0000
         757 |  0.75902    0.32075       2.37   0.0186
         767 |  0.99723    0.31138       3.20   0.0015
         777 |  0.97060    0.34546       2.81   0.0053
        A300 |  0.89842    0.38838       2.31   0.0214
        A310 |  0.07794    0.43893       0.18   0.8592
        A319 | -0.17408    0.35860      -0.49   0.6277
        A320 |  0.29958    0.33268       0.90   0.3686
        A321 | -0.88101    0.48834      -1.80   0.0723
        A330 |  0.25224    0.46157       0.55   0.5852
      BAC111 |  0.43378    0.27916       1.55   0.1213
       CV880 |  0.08669    0.47942       0.18   0.8566
       CV990 |  0.75402    0.39644       1.90   0.0582
      CVR580 |  (dropped)
        DC10 |  0.52666    0.21955       2.40   0.0171
         DC8 |  0.07260    0.24991       0.29   0.7716
         DC9 | -0.06796    0.24547      -0.28   0.7821
        F100 |  0.75327    0.39892       1.89   0.0600
       L1011 |  1.09507    0.26593       4.12   0.0000
        L188 |  (dropped)
        MD11 |  1.29432    0.35047       3.69   0.0003
        MD80 |  0.28821    0.35125       0.82   0.4126
        MD90 |  0.32287    0.38664       0.84   0.4044
       SE210 | -0.03487    0.47750      -0.07   0.9418
        V700 |  (dropped)
       y1965 |  1.64005    0.40805       4.02   0.0000
       y1966 |  1.49425    0.39561       3.78   0.0002
       y1967 |  1.36579    0.39838       3.43   0.0007
       y1968 |  1.37803    0.38542       3.58   0.0004
       y1969 |  1.29706    0.38319       3.38   0.0008
       y1970 |  1.33843    0.37109       3.61   0.0004
       y1971 |  1.14043    0.37216       3.06   0.0024
       y1972 |  1.27900    0.37038       3.45   0.0006
       y1973 |  1.14218    0.37380       3.06   0.0025
       y1974 |  1.37663    0.38159       3.61   0.0004
       y1975 |  1.13033    0.39102       2.89   0.0041
       y1976 |  1.16949    0.39156       2.99   0.0031
       y1977 |  1.06688    0.42637       2.50   0.0129
       y1978 |  0.93895    0.44432       2.11   0.0354
       y1979 |  1.01322    0.53371       1.90   0.0586
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       y1980 |  0.87681    0.53399       1.64   0.1017
       y1981 |  0.75657    0.69951       1.08   0.2803
       y1982 |  0.75704    0.49725       1.52   0.1290
       y1983 |  0.52083    0.42911       1.21   0.2258
       y1984 |  0.51861    0.35384       1.47   0.1438
       y1985 |  (dropped)
       y1986 |  (omitted)
       y1987 |  0.12334    0.30886       0.40   0.6899
       y1988 |  0.01105    0.30946       0.04   0.9715
       y1989 | -0.11443    0.29590      -0.39   0.6993
       y1990 | -0.02136    0.30497      -0.07   0.9442
       y1991 |  0.14023    0.28695       0.49   0.6254
       y1992 |  0.11369    0.28595       0.40   0.6912
       y1993 |  0.22952    0.28301       0.81   0.4180
       y1994 |  0.47800    0.30935       1.55   0.1234
       y1995 |  0.23105    0.31004       0.75   0.4567
       y1996 |  0.21940    0.32145       0.68   0.4955
       y1997 |  0.36606    0.33229       1.10   0.2715
       y1998 | -0.06404    0.32417      -0.20   0.8435
       y1999 | -0.07323    0.29368      -0.25   0.8033
       y2000 |  0.40536    0.29944       1.35   0.1769
       y2001 |  0.36304    0.29687       1.22   0.2224
       y2002 |  0.55343    0.29972       1.85   0.0658
       y2003 |  0.57407    0.30865       1.86   0.0639
-------------------------------------------------------

6 < Age ≤ 12

Number of obs =     349
F( 58,   290) =    4.94
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.4968
Adj R-squared =  0.3961
Root MSE      =  .43774

      Source |       SS       df       MS
-------------+------------------------------
       Model |    54.85849    58     0.94584
    Residual |    55.56858   290     0.19162
-------------+------------------------------
       Total |   110.42708   348

-------------------------------------------------------
             |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
-------------+-----------------------------------------
   Intercept | -2.35466    0.30085      -7.83   0.0000
         Age |  0.06668    0.01792       3.72   0.0002
         707 |  0.18242    0.15278       1.19   0.2335
         720 | -0.21754    0.24200      -0.90   0.3694
         727 |  (omitted)
         737 |  0.06684    0.14105       0.47   0.6360
         747 |  0.88591    0.11275       7.86   0.0000
         757 |  0.37102    0.15918       2.33   0.0204
         767 |  0.68353    0.16182       4.22   0.0000
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         777 |  (dropped)
        A300 |  0.98731    0.23396       4.22   0.0000
        A310 |  (dropped)
        A319 |  (dropped)
        A320 | -0.25783    0.20542      -1.26   0.2105
        A321 |  (dropped)
        A330 |  (dropped)
      BAC111 |  (dropped)
       CV880 |  0.24551    0.28727       0.85   0.3935
       CV990 |  (dropped)
      CVR580 |  (dropped)
        DC10 |  0.78436    0.12762       6.15   0.0000
         DC8 |  0.21782    0.17472       1.25   0.2135
         DC9 | -0.04696    0.18395      -0.26   0.7987
        F100 |  0.17404    0.34775       0.50   0.6171
       L1011 |  1.12028    0.19603       5.71   0.0000
        L188 | -0.53038    0.31888      -1.66   0.0973
        MD11 |  0.73558    0.22289       3.30   0.0011
        MD80 |  0.19708    0.16549       1.19   0.2347
        MD90 |  0.41736    0.29930       1.39   0.1642
       SE210 |  0.04621    0.33208       0.14   0.8894
        V700 | -0.53244    0.43305      -1.23   0.2199
       y1965 |  1.01488    0.49621       2.05   0.0417
       y1966 |  1.02737    0.48923       2.10   0.0366
       y1967 |  1.08990    0.40334       2.70   0.0073
       y1968 |  0.90008    0.39071       2.30   0.0219
       y1969 |  0.85569    0.38778       2.21   0.0281
       y1970 |  0.85477    0.35516       2.41   0.0167
       y1971 |  0.83164    0.34106       2.44   0.0154
       y1972 |  0.57143    0.31725       1.80   0.0727
       y1973 |  0.54639    0.29913       1.83   0.0688
       y1974 |  0.61615    0.28532       2.16   0.0316
       y1975 |  0.53792    0.28244       1.90   0.0578
       y1976 |  0.50650    0.28031       1.81   0.0718
       y1977 |  0.46125    0.27000       1.71   0.0886
       y1978 |  0.46859    0.26701       1.75   0.0803
       y1979 |  0.34495    0.26222       1.32   0.1894
       y1980 |  0.34940    0.26526       1.32   0.1888
       y1981 |  0.37299    0.26453       1.41   0.1596
       y1982 |  0.17515    0.26783       0.65   0.5137
       y1983 |  0.09576    0.26535       0.36   0.7185
       y1984 | -0.14815    0.28754      -0.52   0.6068
       y1985 |  (dropped)
       y1986 |  (omitted)
       y1987 | -0.39691    0.28347      -1.40   0.1625
       y1988 | -0.23692    0.27851      -0.85   0.3956
       y1989 | -0.15601    0.28477      -0.55   0.5842
       y1990 | -0.15964    0.27979      -0.57   0.5687
       y1991 |  0.05163    0.31123       0.17   0.8684
       y1992 |  0.13639    0.33243       0.41   0.6819
       y1993 |  0.09149    0.33157       0.28   0.7828
       y1994 | -0.07006    0.30539      -0.23   0.8187
       y1995 | -0.17089    0.29893      -0.57   0.5680
       y1996 | -0.12828    0.29342      -0.44   0.6623
       y1997 | -0.14592    0.29406      -0.50   0.6201
       y1998 | -0.23155    0.26758      -0.87   0.3876
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       y1999 | -0.14112    0.26851      -0.53   0.5996
       y2000 | -0.14171    0.26735      -0.53   0.5965
       y2001 |  0.20872    0.26757       0.78   0.4360
       y2002 |  0.09323    0.26951       0.35   0.7297
       y2003 |  0.02538    0.27356       0.09   0.9261
-------------------------------------------------------

12 < Age

Number of obs =     299
F( 40,   258) =    5.93
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.4791
Adj R-squared =  0.3984
Root MSE      =  .42798

      Source |       SS       df       MS
-------------+------------------------------
       Model |    43.47078    40     1.08677
    Residual |    47.25600   258     0.18316
-------------+------------------------------
       Total |    90.72678   298

-------------------------------------------------------
             |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
-------------+-----------------------------------------
   Intercept | -1.52821    0.22091      -6.92   0.0000
         Age |  0.00739    0.01244       0.59   0.5528
         707 |  0.13694    0.30523       0.45   0.6541
         720 |  (dropped)
         727 |  (omitted)
         737 | -0.02934    0.11656      -0.25   0.8015
         747 |  0.80118    0.10531       7.61   0.0000
         757 | -0.70369    0.20569      -3.42   0.0007
         767 |  0.42430    0.22949       1.85   0.0656
         777 |  (dropped)
        A300 |  0.97902    0.28736       3.41   0.0008
        A310 |  (dropped)
        A319 |  (dropped)
        A320 |  (dropped)
        A321 |  (dropped)
        A330 |  (dropped)
      BAC111 |  (dropped)
       CV880 |  0.64293    0.44923       1.43   0.1536
       CV990 |  (dropped)
      CVR580 | -0.28056    0.33892      -0.83   0.4085
        DC10 |  0.56152    0.07992       7.03   0.0000
         DC8 |  0.41244    0.13312       3.10   0.0022
         DC9 | -0.23474    0.11283      -2.08   0.0385
        F100 |  (dropped)
       L1011 |  0.51530    0.14258       3.61   0.0004
        L188 |  (dropped)
        MD11 |  (dropped)
        MD80 |  0.06939    0.13499       0.51   0.6076
        MD90 |  (dropped)
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       SE210 |  (dropped)
        V700 |  (dropped)
       y1965 |  (dropped)
       y1966 |  (dropped)
       y1967 |  (dropped)
       y1968 |  0.18051    0.44933       0.40   0.6882
       y1969 |  (dropped)
       y1970 |  (dropped)
       y1971 |  (dropped)
       y1972 |  (dropped)
       y1973 |  (dropped)
       y1974 |  (dropped)
       y1975 |  (dropped)
       y1976 |  (dropped)
       y1977 |  0.43263    0.34660       1.25   0.2131
       y1978 |  0.33681    0.34625       0.97   0.3316
       y1979 |  0.47273    0.30857       1.53   0.1267
       y1980 |  0.52211    0.26674       1.96   0.0514
       y1981 |  0.50429    0.24217       2.08   0.0383
       y1982 |  0.38768    0.23150       1.67   0.0952
       y1983 |  0.29078    0.21775       1.34   0.1829
       y1984 |  0.15406    0.19774       0.78   0.4366
       y1985 |  (dropped)
       y1986 |  (omitted)
       y1987 |  0.02227    0.16884       0.13   0.8952
       y1988 | -0.02489    0.17239      -0.14   0.8853
       y1989 |  0.12709    0.18157       0.70   0.4846
       y1990 |  0.22991    0.18287       1.26   0.2098
       y1991 |  0.25572    0.17479       1.46   0.1447
       y1992 |  0.23668    0.17893       1.32   0.1871
       y1993 |  0.26415    0.18704       1.41   0.1591
       y1994 |  0.24101    0.18192       1.32   0.1864
       y1995 |  0.29638    0.18486       1.60   0.1101
       y1996 |  0.27737    0.18847       1.47   0.1423
       y1997 |  0.22237    0.18740       1.19   0.2365
       y1998 |  0.24511    0.18364       1.33   0.1831
       y1999 |  0.22481    0.18747       1.20   0.2316
       y2000 |  0.22265    0.19281       1.15   0.2493
       y2001 |  0.20275    0.19524       1.04   0.3000
       y2002 |  0.08018    0.20263       0.40   0.6927
       y2003 |  0.24673    0.20374       1.21   0.2270
-------------------------------------------------------

Next, RAND tested whether it would be valuable to include
airline dummy variables in the total maintenance cost per flying hour
regressions. Some of the airline coefficients are statistically significant,
but the Age coefficients (of central interest) do not meaningfully
change relative to the baseline regressions.
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Airline Dummy Variable Regressions

Age ≤ 6

Number of obs =     355
F( 69,   284) =   14.38
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.7775
Adj R-squared =  0.7234
Root MSE      =  .37592

      Source |       SS       df       MS
-------------+------------------------------
       Model |   140.23219    69     2.03235
    Residual |    40.13440   284     0.14132
-------------+------------------------------
       Total |   180.36659   353

-------------------------------------------------------
             |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
-------------+-----------------------------------------
   Intercept | -1.76524    0.23136      -7.63   0.0000
         Age |  0.16579    0.01634      10.15   0.0000
         707 | -0.02747    0.13381      -0.21   0.8375
         720 | -0.33859    0.18688      -1.81   0.0711
         727 |  (omitted)
         737 | -0.07288    0.16402      -0.44   0.6571
         747 |  1.26472    0.12576      10.06   0.0000
         757 |  0.62572    0.20424       3.06   0.0024
         767 |  0.73537    0.19767       3.72   0.0002
         777 |  1.07965    0.22121       4.88   0.0000
        A300 |  1.09081    0.24489       4.45   0.0000
        A310 |  0.68103    0.27397       2.49   0.0135
        A319 | -0.05267    0.24765      -0.21   0.8317
        A320 |  0.51200    0.22342       2.29   0.0227
        A321 | -0.53369    0.33787      -1.58   0.1153
        A330 |  1.03157    0.31332       3.29   0.0011
      BAC111 |  0.11561    0.17710       0.65   0.5144
       CV880 | -0.15851    0.30232      -0.52   0.6005
       CV990 |  0.35150    0.24831       1.42   0.1580
      CVR580 |  (dropped)
        DC10 |  0.96104    0.14050       6.84   0.0000
         DC8 | -0.40518    0.15787      -2.57   0.0108
         DC9 | -0.31945    0.15959      -2.00   0.0463
        F100 |  0.72609    0.24983       2.91   0.0039
       L1011 |  1.17061    0.16477       7.10   0.0000
        L188 |  (dropped)
        MD11 |  1.24509    0.21792       5.71   0.0000
        MD80 |  0.00228    0.21936       0.01   0.9917
        MD90 |  0.56147    0.24315       2.31   0.0217
       SE210 | -0.55890    0.29580      -1.89   0.0598
        V700 |  (dropped)
       y1965 |  1.37317    0.25679       5.35   0.0000
       y1966 |  1.18611    0.24895       4.76   0.0000
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       y1967 |  1.16060    0.25020       4.64   0.0000
       y1968 |  1.06992    0.24245       4.41   0.0000
       y1969 |  0.96592    0.24092       4.01   0.0000
       y1970 |  0.84051    0.23253       3.61   0.0004
       y1971 |  0.64910    0.23293       2.79   0.0057
       y1972 |  0.61502    0.23031       2.67   0.0080
       y1973 |  0.50134    0.23204       2.16   0.0316
       y1974 |  0.63138    0.23673       2.67   0.0081
       y1975 |  0.51509    0.24213       2.13   0.0343
       y1976 |  0.41122    0.24284       1.69   0.0915
       y1977 |  0.36175    0.26375       1.37   0.1713
       y1978 |  0.20454    0.27526       0.74   0.4581
       y1979 |  0.17799    0.33009       0.54   0.5902
       y1980 |  0.08986    0.33029       0.27   0.7858
       y1981 | -0.04421    0.43106      -0.10   0.9184
       y1982 |  0.04876    0.30692       0.16   0.8739
       y1983 | -0.09881    0.26446      -0.37   0.7090
       y1984 | -0.08310    0.21826      -0.38   0.7037
       y1985 |  (dropped)
       y1986 |  (omitted)
       y1987 |  0.06566    0.19038       0.34   0.7304
       y1988 | -0.07922    0.19122      -0.41   0.6790
       y1989 | -0.13534    0.18317      -0.74   0.4606
       y1990 | -0.07111    0.18875      -0.38   0.7066
       y1991 |  0.07567    0.17783       0.43   0.6708
       y1992 | -0.15058    0.17734      -0.85   0.3966
       y1993 | -0.16051    0.17591      -0.91   0.3623
       y1994 | -0.07179    0.19263      -0.37   0.7097
       y1995 | -0.24200    0.19349      -1.25   0.2121
       y1996 | -0.32506    0.20082      -1.62   0.1066
       y1997 | -0.28738    0.20776      -1.38   0.1677
       y1998 | -0.46886    0.20993      -2.23   0.0263
       y1999 | -0.05167    0.19268      -0.27   0.7888
       y2000 |  0.01980    0.19599       0.10   0.9196
       y2001 | -0.09360    0.19610      -0.48   0.6335
       y2002 |  0.01700    0.19841       0.09   0.9318
       y2003 |  0.06366    0.20216       0.31   0.7531
      Alaska |  (dropped)
America West |  0.03491    0.18822       0.19   0.8530
    American |  (omitted)
 Continental | -0.17485    0.12903      -1.36   0.1765
       Delta |  0.04852    0.07201       0.67   0.5010
   Northwest | -0.40281    0.07870      -5.12   0.0000
   Southwest |  (dropped)
      United |  0.16428    0.07039       2.33   0.0203
  US Airways | -0.15895    0.14735      -1.08   0.2816
-------------------------------------------------------

6 < Age ≤ 12

Number of obs =     349
F( 66,   282) =   28.10
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.8680
Adj R-squared =  0.8371
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Root MSE      =  .17357

      Source |       SS       df       MS
-------------+------------------------------
       Model |    55.86379    66     0.84642
    Residual |     8.49541   282     0.03013
-------------+------------------------------
       Total |    64.35920   348

-------------------------------------------------------
             |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
-------------+-----------------------------------------
   Intercept | -0.96468    0.12855      -7.50   0.0000
         Age |  0.03287    0.00767       4.28   0.0000
         707 |  0.28568    0.06198       4.61   0.0000
         720 |  0.14926    0.09784       1.53   0.1283
         727 |  (omitted)
         737 |  0.16433    0.05723       2.87   0.0044
         747 |  1.22812    0.04617      26.60   0.0000
         757 |  0.57933    0.06746       8.59   0.0000
         767 |  0.61643    0.06711       9.18   0.0000
         777 |  (dropped)
        A300 |  1.14034    0.09722      11.73   0.0000
        A310 |  (dropped)
        A319 |  (dropped)
        A320 |  0.46127    0.09920       4.65   0.0000
        A321 |  (dropped)
        A330 |  (dropped)
      BAC111 |  (dropped)
       CV880 |  0.60490    0.12038       5.02   0.0000
       CV990 |  (dropped)
      CVR580 |  (dropped)
        DC10 |  0.93171    0.05139      18.13   0.0000
         DC8 |  0.26518    0.07231       3.67   0.0003
         DC9 | -0.07218    0.07842      -0.92   0.3581
        F100 | -0.05129    0.14219      -0.36   0.7186
       L1011 |  0.87759    0.07917      11.09   0.0000
        L188 |  0.28723    0.13037       2.20   0.0284
        MD11 |  0.94791    0.09165      10.34   0.0000
        MD80 |  0.25399    0.06685       3.80   0.0002
        MD90 |  0.67592    0.12208       5.54   0.0000
       SE210 |  0.13577    0.13348       1.02   0.3100
        V700 | -0.29459    0.17540      -1.68   0.0941
       y1965 |  0.32469    0.20253       1.60   0.1100
       y1966 |  0.35474    0.19924       1.78   0.0761
       y1967 |  0.49518    0.16537       2.99   0.0030
       y1968 |  0.42384    0.15952       2.66   0.0083
       y1969 |  0.39619    0.15746       2.52   0.0124
       y1970 |  0.46129    0.14429       3.20   0.0015
       y1971 |  0.28364    0.13849       2.05   0.0415
       y1972 |  0.19350    0.12859       1.50   0.1335
       y1973 |  0.34046    0.12105       2.81   0.0053
       y1974 |  0.35207    0.11550       3.05   0.0025
       y1975 |  0.30141    0.11402       2.64   0.0087
       y1976 |  0.28525    0.11288       2.53   0.0120
       y1977 |  0.27049    0.10848       2.49   0.0132
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       y1978 |  0.17211    0.10736       1.60   0.1100
       y1979 |  0.09678    0.10516       0.92   0.3582
       y1980 |  0.15273    0.10618       1.44   0.1514
       y1981 |  0.13347    0.10556       1.26   0.2071
       y1982 | -0.03926    0.10667      -0.37   0.7131
       y1983 |  0.02635    0.10561       0.25   0.8032
       y1984 | -0.01163    0.11433      -0.10   0.9190
       y1985 |  (dropped)
       y1986 |  (omitted)
       y1987 |  0.07079    0.11254       0.63   0.5299
       y1988 |  0.02688    0.11082       0.24   0.8085
       y1989 |  0.08122    0.11362       0.71   0.4753
       y1990 |  0.13159    0.11147       1.18   0.2388
       y1991 |  0.13389    0.12387       1.08   0.2807
       y1992 | -0.04342    0.13220      -0.33   0.7428
       y1993 | -0.04433    0.13176      -0.34   0.7368
       y1994 | -0.23251    0.12187      -1.91   0.0574
       y1995 | -0.22597    0.11930      -1.89   0.0592
       y1996 | -0.22670    0.11713      -1.94   0.0539
       y1997 | -0.18455    0.11761      -1.57   0.1177
       y1998 | -0.18852    0.10795      -1.75   0.0818
       y1999 | -0.15161    0.10814      -1.40   0.1620
       y2000 | -0.02337    0.10788      -0.22   0.8287
       y2001 |  0.11433    0.10799       1.06   0.2906
       y2002 |  0.09418    0.10907       0.86   0.3886
       y2003 | -0.05441    0.11132      -0.49   0.6254
      Alaska |  0.06502    0.06995       0.93   0.3534
America West | -0.16807    0.10071      -1.67   0.0963
    American |  (omitted)
 Continental |  0.00169    0.09033       0.02   0.9851
       Delta | -0.16655    0.03601      -4.63   0.0000
   Northwest | -0.22779    0.03154      -7.22   0.0000
   Southwest | -0.11084    0.08891      -1.25   0.2135
      United | -0.02248    0.03119      -0.72   0.4717
  US Airways | -0.22831    0.07041      -3.24   0.0013
-------------------------------------------------------

12 < Age

Number of obs =     299
F( 47,   251) =   19.03
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.7809
Adj R-squared =  0.7398
Root MSE      =  .23141

      Source |       SS       df       MS
-------------+------------------------------
       Model |    47.89311    47     1.01900
    Residual |    13.44123   251     0.05355
-------------+------------------------------
       Total |    61.33434   298
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-------------------------------------------------------
             |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
-------------+-----------------------------------------
   Intercept | -0.40240    0.13132      -3.06   0.0024
         Age |  0.00423    0.00717       0.59   0.5552
         707 | -0.08629    0.16794      -0.51   0.6078
         720 |  (dropped)
         727 |  (omitted)
         737 | -0.09205    0.07050      -1.31   0.1928
         747 |  0.81997    0.06006      13.65   0.0000
         757 |  0.15082    0.13147       1.15   0.2524
         767 |  0.02995    0.13323       0.22   0.8223
         777 |  (dropped)
        A300 |  0.68617    0.16269       4.22   0.0000
        A310 |  (dropped)
        A319 |  (dropped)
        A320 |  (dropped)
        A321 |  (dropped)
        A330 |  (dropped)
      BAC111 |  (dropped)
       CV880 |  0.29336    0.24522       1.20   0.2327
       CV990 |  (dropped)
      CVR580 |  0.06127    0.18899       0.32   0.7461
        DC10 |  0.78516    0.04377      17.94   0.0000
         DC8 |  0.25856    0.07566       3.42   0.0007
         DC9 | -0.16838    0.06556      -2.57   0.0108
        F100 |  (dropped)
       L1011 |  0.52458    0.08399       6.25   0.0000
        L188 |  (dropped)
        MD11 |  (dropped)
        MD80 | -0.10041    0.07876      -1.27   0.2035
        MD90 |  (dropped)
       SE210 |  (dropped)
        V700 |  (dropped)
       y1965 |  (dropped)
       y1966 |  (dropped)
       y1967 |  (dropped)
       y1968 | -0.36819    0.24448      -1.51   0.1333
       y1969 |  (dropped)
       y1970 |  (dropped)
       y1971 |  (dropped)
       y1972 |  (dropped)
       y1973 |  (dropped)
       y1974 |  (dropped)
       y1975 |  (dropped)
       y1976 |  (dropped)
       y1977 |  0.18935    0.18769       1.01   0.3140
       y1978 |  0.12645    0.18749       0.67   0.5006
       y1979 |  0.23841    0.16707       1.43   0.1548
       y1980 |  0.24014    0.14455       1.66   0.0979
       y1981 |  0.15178    0.13138       1.16   0.2491
       y1982 |  0.04213    0.12577       0.34   0.7379
       y1983 | -0.09389    0.11836      -0.79   0.4284
       y1984 | -0.16462    0.10738      -1.53   0.1265
       y1985 |  (dropped)
       y1986 |  (omitted)
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       y1987 | -0.01280    0.09132      -0.14   0.8886
       y1988 | -0.00314    0.09349      -0.03   0.9733
       y1989 |  0.10877    0.09842       1.11   0.2701
       y1990 |  0.14972    0.09926       1.51   0.1327
       y1991 |  0.21029    0.09483       2.22   0.0275
       y1992 |  0.16208    0.09725       1.67   0.0968
       y1993 |  0.07505    0.10164       0.74   0.4610
       y1994 |  0.08113    0.09902       0.82   0.4134
       y1995 |  0.09487    0.10081       0.94   0.3476
       y1996 |  0.14095    0.10300       1.37   0.1724
       y1997 |  0.15971    0.10281       1.55   0.1216
       y1998 |  0.24163    0.10147       2.38   0.0180
       y1999 |  0.20877    0.10380       2.01   0.0454
       y2000 |  0.25522    0.10662       2.39   0.0174
       y2001 |  0.28002    0.10854       2.58   0.0105
       y2002 |  0.21460    0.11247       1.91   0.0575
       y2003 |  0.27695    0.11448       2.42   0.0163
      Alaska |  0.05977    0.24861       0.24   0.8102
America West |  0.17344    0.10486       1.65   0.0994
    American |  (omitted)
 Continental |  0.18447    0.07878       2.34   0.0200
       Delta | -0.09523    0.05679      -1.68   0.0948
   Northwest | -0.17058    0.04715      -3.62   0.0004
   Southwest |  (dropped)
      United |  0.00929    0.04658       0.20   0.8421
  US Airways |  0.14554    0.08239       1.77   0.0785
-------------------------------------------------------

Next, the estimation was run with both Age*Type and
Age*Airline interaction variables included. Some of these age-
interaction variables are statistically significant, but no clear pattern
was found of either certain types of aircraft aging worse or better than
other types of aircraft or certain airlines experiencing worse or better
aging of aircraft than other airlines. This “nonresult” is encouraging
with respect to possibly generalizing the findings to the Air Force.

Age*Type and Age*Airline Interaction Regressions

Age ≤ 6

Number of obs =     355
F(100,   253) =   13.28
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.8400
Adj R-squared =  0.7767
Root MSE      =  .33778
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          Source |       SS       df       MS
      -------------+--------------------------------
           Model |   151.50043   100     1.51500
        Residual |    28.86616   253     0.11410
      -------------+--------------------------------
           Total |   180.36659   353

      -------------------------------------------------------
                 |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
      -------------+-----------------------------------------
       Intercept | -1.50313    0.36503      -4.12   0.0000
             Age |  0.12530    0.07402       1.69   0.0917
             707 |  0.28710    0.34411       0.83   0.4049
             720 | -0.18149    0.97733      -0.19   0.8528
             727 |  (omitted)
             737 | -0.33067    0.32170      -1.03   0.3050
             747 |  1.03971    0.34905       2.98   0.0032
             757 |  0.00408    0.37694       0.01   0.9914
             767 |  0.59796    0.39133       1.53   0.1278
             777 |  0.51228    0.36809       1.39   0.1652
            A300 |  0.17187    0.44670       0.38   0.7007
            A310 |  1.45797    1.34917       1.08   0.2809
            A319 | -1.37323    0.40595      -3.38   0.0008
            A320 | -0.01770    0.39286      -0.05   0.9641
            A321 | -1.87419    0.67488      -2.78   0.0059
            A330 |  0.74196    0.48458       1.53   0.1270
          BAC111 | -0.03682    0.33771      -0.11   0.9133
           CV880 | -0.89495    2.57725      -0.35   0.7287
           CV990 | -0.23668    1.25779      -0.19   0.8509
          CVR580 |  (dropped)
            DC10 |  0.45774    0.36576       1.25   0.2119
             DC8 |  0.09012    0.79153       0.11   0.9094
             DC9 | -0.80968    0.31932      -2.54   0.0118
            F100 |  0.61510    0.42401       1.45   0.1481
           L1011 |  0.43157    0.43483       0.99   0.3219
            L188 |  (dropped)
            MD11 |  0.73605    0.40167       1.83   0.0681
            MD80 | -0.99920    0.41896      -2.38   0.0178
            MD90 | -1.27257    0.46313      -2.75   0.0064
           SE210 |  0.37756    2.39506       0.16   0.8749
            V700 |  (dropped)
           y1965 |  1.09622    0.31541       3.48   0.0006
           y1966 |  0.95727    0.29425       3.25   0.0013
           y1967 |  0.92141    0.28227       3.26   0.0012
           y1968 |  0.88644    0.26252       3.38   0.0008
           y1969 |  0.83151    0.25341       3.28   0.0012
           y1970 |  0.74936    0.23620       3.17   0.0017
           y1971 |  0.59880    0.23429       2.56   0.0112
           y1972 |  0.64379    0.23637       2.72   0.0069
           y1973 |  0.52041    0.23888       2.18   0.0303
           y1974 |  0.62644    0.25644       2.44   0.0153
           y1975 |  0.51145    0.26274       1.95   0.0527
           y1976 |  0.46572    0.26795       1.74   0.0834
           y1977 |  0.30960    0.27897       1.11   0.2682
           y1978 |  0.19430    0.28297       0.69   0.4929
           y1979 |  0.27306    0.31111       0.88   0.3809
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           y1980 |  0.24625    0.31350       0.79   0.4329
           y1981 | -0.02977    0.39754      -0.07   0.9404
           y1982 | -0.13100    0.30230      -0.43   0.6651
           y1983 | -0.40014    0.27084      -1.84   0.1408
           y1984 | -0.27940    0.20919      -1.34   0.1829
           y1985 |  (dropped)
           y1986 |  (omitted)
           y1987 |  0.15574    0.17581       0.89   0.3765
           y1988 |  0.12213    0.18129       0.67   0.5011
           y1989 |  0.07979    0.17660       0.45   0.6518
           y1990 |  0.09628    0.18152       0.53   0.5963
           y1991 |  0.18760    0.17730       1.06   0.2910
           y1992 |  0.02092    0.17965       0.12   0.9074
           y1993 | -0.04364    0.17824      -0.24   0.8068
           y1994 | -0.03651    0.19182      -0.19   0.8492
           y1995 | -0.05658    0.19370      -0.29   0.7705
           y1996 | -0.15749    0.20353      -0.77   0.4398
           y1997 | -0.08482    0.21569      -0.39   0.6945
           y1998 | -0.30167    0.21833      -1.38   0.1683
           y1999 |  0.09912    0.19563       0.51   0.6128
           y2000 |  0.05387    0.19730       0.27   0.7850
           y2001 | -0.08313    0.19499      -0.43   0.6702
           y2002 | -0.01872    0.19707      -0.09   0.9244
           y2003 | -0.01161    0.20707      -0.06   0.9553
         Age*707 | -0.07138    0.09477      -0.75   0.4520
         Age*720 |  0.01686    0.19570       0.09   0.9314
         Age*727 |  (omitted)
         Age*737 |  0.03494    0.08308       0.42   0.6744
         Age*747 |  0.03369    0.09526       0.35   0.7239
         Age*757 |  0.10559    0.08536       1.24   0.2172
         Age*767 |  0.01107    0.09087       0.12   0.9031
         Age*777 |  0.14244    0.09431       1.51   0.1322
        Age*A300 |  0.23103    0.11683       1.98   0.0491
        Age*A310 | -0.15288    0.28513      -0.54   0.5923
        Age*A319 |  0.53244    0.12002       4.44   0.0000
        Age*A320 |  0.11586    0.09373       1.24   0.2176
        Age*A321 |  0.55176    0.27457       2.01   0.0455
        Age*A330 |  0.04790    0.19388       0.25   0.8051
      Age*BAC111 |  0.05506    0.09739       0.57   0.5723
       Age*CV880 |  0.24329    0.50556       0.48   0.6308
       Age*CV990 |  0.16832    0.27951       0.60   0.5476
      Age*CVR580 |  (dropped)
        Age*DC10 |  0.11401    0.09802       1.16   0.2459
         Age*DC8 | -0.02997    0.16821      -0.18   0.8587
         Age*DC9 |  0.13099    0.09705       1.35   0.1783
        Age*F100 | -0.08662    0.11471      -0.76   0.4509
       Age*L1011 |  0.19106    0.11061       1.73   0.0853
        Age*L188 |  (dropped)
        Age*MD11 |  0.06616    0.09537       0.69   0.4885
        Age*MD80 |  0.20287    0.09609       2.11   0.0357
        Age*MD90 |  0.50465    0.12090       4.17   0.0000
       Age*SE210 | -0.11743    0.50533      -0.23   0.8164
        Age*V700 |  (dropped)
          Alaska |  (dropped)
    America West |  0.88194    0.33088       2.67   0.0082
        American |  (omitted)
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     Continental | -0.48169    0.23180      -2.08   0.0387
           Delta |  0.58051    0.15173       3.83   0.0002
       Northwest | -0.43757    0.16099      -2.72   0.0070
       Southwest |  (dropped)
          United |  0.45144    0.13378       3.37   0.0009
      US Airways |  0.60135    0.27612       2.18   0.0303
      Age*Alaska |  (dropped)
Age*America West | -0.25157    0.09011      -2.79   0.0056
    Age*American |  (omitted)
Age*Continental  |  0.11175    0.06997       1.60   0.1115
       Age*Delta | -0.16445    0.04170      -3.94   0.0001
   Age*Northwest |  0.01868    0.04515       0.41   0.6794
   Age*Southwest |  (dropped)
      Age*United | -0.10272    0.03794      -2.71   0.0072
  Age*US Airways | -0.33548    0.10620      -3.16   0.0018
--------------------------------------------------------------

6 < Age ≤ 12

Number of obs =     349
F( 94,   254) =   22.46
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.8926
Adj R-squared =  0.8529
Root MSE      =  .16494

          Source |       SS       df       MS
      -------------+------------------------------
           Model |    57.44874    94     0.61116
        Residual |     6.91046   254     0.02721
      -------------+------------------------------
           Total |    64.35920   348

      -------------------------------------------------------
                 |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
      -------------+-----------------------------------------
       Intercept | -0.86917    0.23679      -3.67   0.0003
             Age |  0.02766    0.02315       1.19   0.2334
             707 |  0.60928    0.29117       2.09   0.0374
             720 |  0.59296    0.64274       0.92   0.3571
             727 |  (omitted)
             737 | -0.03187    0.25403      -0.13   0.9003
             747 |  0.86920    0.24214       3.59   0.0004
             757 |  0.25488    0.24519       1.04   0.3015
             767 |  0.47200    0.27579       1.71   0.0882
             777 |  (dropped)
            A300 |  1.49689    0.43337       3.45   0.0006
            A310 |  (dropped)
            A319 |  (dropped)
            A320 | -0.29717    0.49957      -0.59   0.5525
            A321 |  (dropped)
            A330 |  (dropped)
          BAC111 |  (dropped)
           CV880 |  1.13734    0.71675       1.59   0.1138
           CV990 |  (dropped)
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          CVR580 |  (dropped)
            DC10 |  1.18439    0.27286       4.34   0.0000
             DC8 |  0.14550    0.39213       0.37   0.7109
             DC9 | -0.27642    0.38827      -0.71   0.4772
            F100 |  5.41096    2.27217       2.38   0.0180
           L1011 |  0.53050    0.38064       1.39   0.1646
            L188 | -1.42729    1.00695      -1.42   0.1576
            MD11 |  2.67249    0.59908       4.46   0.0000
            MD80 |  0.13041    0.28936       0.45   0.6526
            MD90 |  1.03438    0.90146       1.15   0.2523
           SE210 | -0.13359    0.89919      -0.15   0.8820
            V700 | -1.51455    2.07545      -0.73   0.4662
           y1965 |  0.66957    0.47593       1.41   0.1607
           y1966 |  0.53660    0.38811       1.38   0.1680
           y1967 |  0.34439    0.29174       1.18   0.2389
           y1968 |  0.20169    0.24793       0.81   0.4167
           y1969 |  0.16778    0.20957       0.80   0.4241
           y1970 |  0.25622    0.18040       1.42   0.1567
           y1971 |  0.17789    0.16112       1.10   0.2706
           y1972 |  0.10647    0.14354       0.74   0.4589
           y1973 |  0.25434    0.12729       2.00   0.0468
           y1974 |  0.28608    0.11798       2.42   0.0160
           y1975 |  0.24946    0.11455       2.18   0.0303
           y1976 |  0.24746    0.11280       2.19   0.0292
           y1977 |  0.27185    0.10985       2.47   0.0140
           y1978 |  0.15272    0.10960       1.39   0.1647
           y1979 |  0.05144    0.10959       0.47   0.6392
           y1980 |  0.10776    0.10917       0.99   0.3246
           y1981 |  0.08030    0.10569       0.76   0.4481
           y1982 | -0.07370    0.10384      -0.71   0.4785
           y1983 |  0.00753    0.10191       0.07   0.9411
           y1984 | -0.01662    0.11060      -0.15   0.8807
           y1985 |  (dropped)
           y1986 |  (omitted)
           y1987 |  0.05520    0.10840       0.51   0.6110
           y1988 | -0.00655    0.10866      -0.06   0.9520
           y1989 |  0.01765    0.11468       0.15   0.8778
           y1990 |  0.05842    0.11342       0.52   0.6069
           y1991 |  0.06122    0.12301       0.50   0.6192
           y1992 | -0.06823    0.13051      -0.52   0.6015
           y1993 | -0.08294    0.13050      -0.64   0.5256
           y1994 | -0.27496    0.12094      -2.27   0.0238
           y1995 | -0.28534    0.11858      -2.41   0.0168
           y1996 | -0.27509    0.11589      -2.37   0.0184
           y1997 | -0.21609    0.11672      -1.85   0.0653
           y1998 | -0.22765    0.10833      -2.10   0.0366
           y1999 | -0.19844    0.10907      -1.82   0.0700
           y2000 | -0.07897    0.10926      -0.72   0.4705
           y2001 |  0.06278    0.10941       0.57   0.5666
           y2002 |  0.02551    0.11069       0.23   0.8179
           y2003 | -0.07697    0.11484      -0.67   0.5033
         Age*707 | -0.03531    0.03255      -1.08   0.2790
         Age*720 | -0.03500    0.06241      -0.56   0.5753
         Age*727 |  (omitted)
         Age*737 |  0.02315    0.02778       0.83   0.4055
         Age*747 |  0.03887    0.02651       1.47   0.1438
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         Age*757 |  0.03772    0.02722       1.39   0.1670
         Age*767 |  0.01670    0.03024       0.55   0.5812
         Age*777 |  (dropped)
        Age*A300 | -0.04158    0.04815      -0.86   0.3886
        Age*A310 |  (dropped)
        Age*A319 |  (dropped)
        Age*A320 |  0.10435    0.06424       1.62   0.1055
        Age*A321 |  (dropped)
        Age*A330 |  (dropped)
      Age*BAC111 |  (dropped)
       Age*CV880 | -0.04434    0.06951      -0.64   0.5241
       Age*CV990 |  (dropped)
      Age*CVR580 |  (dropped)
        Age*DC10 | -0.03234    0.03100      -1.04   0.2979
         Age*DC8 |  0.01926    0.03975       0.48   0.6285
         Age*DC9 |  0.02243    0.04322       0.52   0.6042
        Age*F100 | -0.51652    0.21522      -2.40   0.0171
       Age*L1011 |  0.03788    0.04300       0.88   0.3792
        Age*L188 |  0.20652    0.09700       2.13   0.0342
        Age*MD11 | -0.21224    0.07212      -2.94   0.0036
        Age*MD80 |  0.01316    0.03140       0.42   0.6756
        Age*MD90 | -0.05553    0.12307      -0.45   0.6523
       Age*SE210 |  0.04997    0.10368       0.48   0.6302
        Age*V700 |  0.10773    0.18411       0.59   0.5590
          Alaska | -0.06039    0.33234      -0.18   0.8560
    America West |  0.02068    0.41027       0.05   0.9598
        American |  (omitted)
     Continental | -0.51888    0.86760      -0.60   0.5503
           Delta |  0.03460    0.19965       0.17   0.8625
       Northwest | -0.35907    0.16979      -2.11   0.0354
       Southwest | -0.24478    0.85621      -0.29   0.7752
          United |  0.23115    0.17621       1.31   0.1908
      US Airways |  0.04159    0.50603       0.08   0.9346
      Age*Alaska |  0.01612    0.03707       0.44   0.6639
Age*America West | -0.02701    0.04643      -0.58   0.5613
    Age*American |  (omitted)
 Age*Continental |  0.08199    0.12803       0.64   0.5225
       Age*Delta | -0.02341    0.02256      -1.04   0.3004
   Age*Northwest |  0.01290    0.01921       0.67   0.5023
   Age*Southwest |  0.01460    0.09829       0.15   0.8820
      Age*United | -0.02900    0.01967      -1.47   0.1417
  Age*US Airways | -0.02975    0.04922      -0.60   0.5462
--------------------------------------------------------------

12 < Age

Number of obs =     299
F( 65,   233) =   16.51
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.8217
Adj R-squared =  0.7719
Root MSE      =  .21667
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          Source |       SS       df       MS
       -------------+------------------------------
           Model |    50.39547    65      0.77531
        Residual |    10.93887   233     0.04695
       -------------+------------------------------
           Total |    61.33434   298

       -------------------------------------------------------
                 |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
       -------------+-----------------------------------------
       Intercept | -0.40061     0.22510    -1.78    0.0764
             Age |  0.00286     0.01274     0.22    0.8225
             707 |  5.73717     3.57565     1.60    0.1100
             720 |  (dropped)
             727 |  (omitted)
             737 | -0.82298     0.65241    -1.26    0.2084
             747 |  1.24863     0.39107     3.19    0.0016
             757 | -0.73737     1.25357    -0.59    0.5570
             767 |  0.30373     1.46122     0.21    0.8355
             777 |  (dropped)
            A300 | -0.42896     2.10433    -0.20    0.8387
            A310 |  (dropped)
            A319 |  (dropped)
            A320 |  (dropped)
            A321 |  (dropped)
            A330 |  (dropped)
          BAC111 |  (dropped)
           CV880 |  (dropped)
           CV990 |  (dropped)
          CVR580 | -4.28046     3.75698    -1.14    0.2557
            DC10 |  1.06555     0.22470     4.74    0.0000
             DC8 |  0.69845     0.44350     1.57    0.1166
             DC9 |  0.34423     0.25542     1.35    0.1791
            F100 |  (dropped)
           L1011 |  1.45873     0.47851     3.05    0.0026
            L188 |  (dropped)
            MD11 |  (dropped)
            MD80 |  0.17113     0.49750     0.34    0.7312
            MD90 |  (dropped)
           SE210 |  (dropped)
            V700 |  (dropped)
           y1965 |  (dropped)
           y1966 |  (dropped)
           y1967 |  (dropped)
           y1968 | -0.19914     0.23641    -0.84    0.4005
           y1969 |  (dropped)
           y1970 |  (dropped)
           y1971 |  (dropped)
           y1972 |  (dropped)
           y1973 |  (dropped)
           y1974 |  (dropped)
           y1975 |  (dropped)
           y1976 |  (dropped)
           y1977 |  0.15554     0.21398      0.73   0.4680
           y1978 |  0.09983     0.21159      0.47   0.6375
           y1979 |  0.12603     0.19515      0.65   0.5190
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           y1980 |  0.23514     0.15712      1.50   0.1359
           y1981 |  0.17959     0.14125      1.27   0.2048
           y1982 | -0.02521     0.12552     -0.20   0.8410
           y1983 | -0.14954     0.11644     -1.28   0.2003
           y1984 | -0.18873     0.10438     -1.81   0.0719
           y1985 |  (dropped)
           y1986 |  (omitted)
           y1987 | -0.01459     0.08648     -0.17   0.8662
           y1988 | -0.03503     0.09186     -0.38   0.7033
           y1989 |  0.11292     0.09371      1.20   0.2294
           y1990 |  0.15467     0.09464      1.63   0.1035
           y1991 |  0.18693     0.09129      2.05   0.0417
           y1992 |  0.15299     0.09375      1.63   0.1040
           y1993 |  0.07703     0.09827      0.78   0.4339
           y1994 |  0.10218     0.09755      1.05   0.2960
           y1995 |  0.11334     0.09949      1.14   0.2558
           y1996 |  0.16018     0.10231      1.57   0.1188
           y1997 |  0.17973     0.10312      1.74   0.0827
           y1998 |  0.30628     0.10549      2.90   0.0040
           y1999 |  0.29423     0.10817      2.72   0.0070
           y2000 |  0.29086     0.11109      2.62   0.0094
           y2001 |  0.30134     0.11474      2.63   0.0092
           y2002 |  0.19836     0.11790      1.68   0.0938
           y2003 |  0.21364     0.12053      1.77   0.0776
         Age*707 | -0.43252     0.26554     -1.63   0.1047
         Age*720 |  (dropped)
         Age*727 |  (omitted)
         Age*737 |  0.06314     0.04646      1.36   0.1754
         Age*747 | -0.02508     0.02660     -0.94   0.3466
         Age*757 |  0.08009     0.08682      0.92   0.3573
         Age*767 | -0.00767     0.10913     -0.07   0.9441
         Age*777 |  (dropped)
        Age*A300 |  0.08771     0.15939      0.55   0.5827
        Age*A310 |  (dropped)
        Age*A319 |  (dropped)
        Age*A320 |  (dropped)
        Age*A321 |  (dropped)
        Age*A330 |  (dropped)
      Age*BAC111 |  (dropped)
       Age*CV880 |  0.03128     0.01951      1.60   0.1102
       Age*CV990 |  (dropped)
      Age*CVR580 |  0.13320     0.11755      1.13   0.2584
        Age*DC10 | -0.01490     0.01159     -1.29   0.1999
         Age*DC8 | -0.02273     0.02449     -0.93   0.3543
         Age*DC9 | -0.02308     0.01262     -1.83   0.0686
        Age*F100 |  (dropped)
       Age*L1011 | -0.05184     0.02652     -1.95   0.0518
        Age*L188 |  (dropped)
        Age*MD11 |  (dropped)
        Age*MD80 | -0.02300     0.03240     -0.71   0.4784
        Age*MD90 |  (dropped)
       Age*SE210 |  (dropped)
        Age*V700 |  (dropped)
          Alaska |  (dropped)
    America West | -2.49234     1.07681     -2.31   0.0215
        American |  (omitted)
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     Continental |  0.61223     0.35845      1.71   0.0890
           Delta | -0.30531     0.24031     -1.27   0.2052
       Northwest | -0.28730     0.21562     -1.33   0.1840
       Southwest |  (dropped)
          United | -0.51138     0.20836     -2.45   0.0148
      US Airways | -1.51856     0.60481     -2.51   0.0127
      Age*Alaska |  0.01197     0.02033      0.59   0.5568
Age*America West |  0.15913     0.07358      2.16   0.0316
    Age*American |  (omitted)
 Age*Continental | -0.01655     0.01650     -1.00   0.3171
       Age*Delta |  0.01091     0.01325      0.82   0.4111
   Age*Northwest |  0.00761     0.01161      0.66   0.5130
   Age*Southwest |  (dropped)
      Age*United |  0.03019     0.01209      2.50   0.0132
  Age*US Airways |  0.10475     0.04018      2.61   0.0097
---------------------------------------------------------------

Short-Lived Fleets Regressions

Table 5.2 presented results suggesting that short-lived fleets do not
manifest unusual aging effects. The regressions underlying Table 5.2
are as follows.

Age ≤ 6

Number of obs =     355
F( 65,   288) =   12.03
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.7308
Adj R-squared =  0.6700
Root MSE      =  .41063

        Source |       SS       df       MS
    -------------+------------------------------
         Model |  131.80421     65   2.02776
      Residual |   48.56238    288   0.16862
    -------------+------------------------------
         Total |  180.36659    358

    -------------------------------------------------------
               |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
    -------------+-----------------------------------------
     Intercept | -2.05332     0.24629     -8.34   0.0000
Short Intercept|  0.12521     0.17579      0.71   0.4769
           Age |  0.16814     0.01848      9.10   0.0000
     Short Age |  0.03463     0.04359      0.79   0.4276
           707 | -0.44206     0.17935     -2.46   0.0143
           720 |  0.73412     0.24167     -3.04   0.0026
           727 |  (omitted)
           737 |  0.13715     0.17451      0.79   0.4326
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           747 |  1.16801     0.13988      8.35   0.0000
           757 |  0.75587     0.21558      3.51   0.0005
           767 |  0.95380     0.20953      4.55   0.0000
           777 |  1.28197     0.23216      5.52   0.0000
          A300 |  1.25251     0.26101      4.80   0.0000
          A310 |  0.57800     0.31864      1.81   0.0707
          A319 |  0.01805     0.24107      0.07   0.9404
          A320 |  0.56773     0.22354      2.54   0.0116
          A321 | -0.50619     0.32824     -1.54   0.1241
          A330 |  1.00020     0.31039      3.22   0.0014
        BAC111 | -0.05293     0.21597     -0.25   0.8066
         CV880 | -0.38720     0.34786     -1.11   0.2666
         CV990 |  0.11184     0.29157      0.38   0.7016
        CVR580 |  (dropped)
          DC10 |  0.93902     0.14852      6.32   0.0000
           DC8 | -0.25316     0.16808     -1.51   0.1331
           DC9 | -0.21120     0.16495     -1.28   0.2014
          F100 |  0.84980     0.26813      3.17   0.0017
         L1011 |  1.27113     0.17905      7.10   0.0000
          L188 |  (dropped)
          MD11 |  1.29682     0.24068      5.39   0.0000
          MD80 |  0.10260     0.23641      0.43   0.6646
          MD90 |  0.68790     0.26099      2.64   0.0088
         SE210 | -0.65851     0.34384     -1.92   0.0565
          V700 |  (dropped)
         y1965 |  1.63180     0.27801      5.87   0.0000
         y1966 |  1.43110     0.26857      5.33   0.0000
         y1967 |  1.36597     0.27045      5.05   0.0000
         y1968 |  1.29860     0.26161      4.96   0.0000
         y1969 |  1.18483     0.25957      4.56   0.0000
         y1970 |  1.05768     0.25144      4.21   0.0000
         y1971 |  0.83895     0.25228      3.33   0.0010
         y1972 |  0.85580     0.25219      3.39   0.0008
         y1973 |  0.73300     0.25336      2.89   0.0041
         y1974 |  0.85103     0.25737      3.31   0.0011
         y1975 |  0.74222     0.26561      2.79   0.0055
         y1976 |  0.64022     0.26625      2.40   0.0168
         y1977 |  0.60454     0.29049      2.08   0.0383
         y1978 |  0.43200     0.30269      1.43   0.1546
         y1979 |  0.45396     0.36191      1.25   0.2107
         y1980 |  0.36466     0.36244      1.01   0.3152
         y1981 |  0.18007     0.47344      0.38   0.7040
         y1982 |  0.27716     0.33599      0.82   0.4101
         y1983 |  0.03989     0.28885      0.14   0.8903
         y1984 |  0.06835     0.23938      0.29   0.7754
         y1985 |  (dropped)
         y1986 |  (omitted)
         y1987 |  0.08562     0.20817      0.41   0.6812
         y1988 |  0.02333     0.21025      0.11   0.9117
         y1989 | -0.04590     0.20103     -0.23   0.8195
         y1990 |  0.01427     0.20724      0.07   0.9451
         y1991 |  0.18592     0.19638      0.95   0.3446
         y1992 | -0.00842     0.19538     -0.04   0.9656
         y1993 | -0.01490     0.19468     -0.08   0.9391
         y1994 |  0.09326     0.21168      0.44   0.6599
         y1995 | -0.06487     0.21166     -0.31   0.7595
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         y1996 | -0.15804     0.21894     -0.72   0.4710
         y1997 | -0.08193     0.22621     -0.36   0.7175
         y1998 | -0.38410     0.22010     -1.75   0.0820
         y1999 |  0.03443     0.20019      0.17   0.8636
         y2000 |  0.13353     0.20338      0.66   0.5120
         y2001 |  0.00646     0.20212      0.03   0.9745
         y2002 |  0.11523     0.20468      0.56   0.5739
         y2003 |  0.15616     0.21127      0.74   0.4604
    -------------------------------------------------------

6 < Age ≤ 12

Number of obs =     349
F( 60,   288) =   23.70
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.8316
Adj R-squared =  0.7965
Root MSE      =  .19400

         Source |       SS       df       MS
     -------------+------------------------------
          Model |  53.51963      60  .89199
       Residual |  10.83957     288  .03764
     -------------+------------------------------
          Total |  64.35920     348

     -------------------------------------------------------
                |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
     -------------+-----------------------------------------
      Intercept | -1.13550     0.13617     -8.34   0.0000
Short Intercept |  0.14985     0.19865      0.75   0.4513
            Age |  0.03576     0.00846      4.23   0.0000
      Short Age |  0.00091     0.02139      0.04   0.9661
            707 |  0.10021     0.08705      1.15   0.2506
            720 | -0.08200     0.12489     -0.66   0.5120
            727 |  (omitted)
            737 |  0.18632     0.06283      2.97   0.0033
            747 |  1.19487     0.05185     23.04   0.0000
            757 |  0.49649     0.07127      6.97   0.0000
            767 |  0.60158     0.07242      8.31   0.0000
            777 |  (dropped)
           A300 |  1.20184     0.10422     11.53   0.0000
           A310 |  (dropped)
           A319 |  (dropped)
           A320 |  0.31006     0.09132      3.40   0.0008
           A321 |  (dropped)
           A330 |  (dropped)
         BAC111 |  (dropped)
          CV880 |  0.28996     0.14367      2.02   0.0445
          CV990 |  (dropped)
         CVR580 |  (dropped)
           DC10 |  0.96198     0.05669     16.97   0.0000
            DC8 |  0.22724     0.07756      2.93   0.0037
            DC9 | -0.15862     0.08158     -1.94   0.0528
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           F100 | -0.01319     0.15466     -0.09   0.9321
          L1011 |  0.86752     0.08713      9.96   0.0000
           L188 | -0.03352     0.16282     -0.21   0.8370
           MD11 |  0.83636     0.10408      8.04   0.0000
           MD80 |  0.20546     0.07590      2.71   0.0072
           MD90 |  0.55790     0.13282      4.20   0.0000
          SE210 | -0.04254     0.15918     -0.27   0.7895
           V700 | -0.53150     0.23059     -2.31   0.0219
          y1965 |  0.52802     0.24563      2.15   0.0324
          y1966 |  0.55428     0.23512      2.36   0.0191
          y1967 |  0.68298     0.19288      3.54   0.0005
          y1968 |  0.58072     0.18226      3.19   0.0016
          y1969 |  0.52421     0.17619      2.98   0.0032
          y1970 |  0.57838     0.15807      3.66   0.0003
          y1971 |  0.41006     0.15139      2.71   0.0072
          y1972 |  0.28643     0.14079      2.03   0.0428
          y1973 |  0.40223     0.13277      3.03   0.0027
          y1974 |  0.42668     0.12653      3.37   0.0008
          y1975 |  0.37342     0.12528      2.98   0.0031
          y1976 |  0.35459     0.12440      2.85   0.0047
          y1977 |  0.33089     0.12005      2.76   0.0062
          y1978 |  0.24961     0.11876      2.10   0.0364
          y1979 |  0.15083     0.11640      1.30   0.1961
          y1980 |  0.20104     0.11778      1.71   0.0889
          y1981 |  0.17279     0.11755      1.47   0.1427
          y1982 |  0.00011     0.11870      0.00   0.9993
          y1983 |  0.04665     0.11762      0.40   0.6919
          y1984 | -0.02493     0.12747     -0.20   0.8451
          y1985 |  (dropped)
          y1986 |  (omitted)
          y1987 |  0.02104     0.12844      0.16   0.8700
          y1988 |  0.00034     0.12546      0.00   0.9978
          y1989 |  0.09860     0.12686      0.78   0.4377
          y1990 |  0.14058     0.12483      1.13   0.2610
          y1991 |  0.13797     0.14091      0.98   0.3283
          y1992 | -0.07576     0.14899     -0.51   0.6115
          y1993 | -0.07934     0.14902     -0.53   0.5948
          y1994 | -0.15595     0.13613     -1.15   0.2529
          y1995 | -0.14954     0.13311     -1.12   0.2622
          y1996 | -0.15650     0.13061     -1.20   0.2318
          y1997 | -0.10245     0.13083     -0.78   0.4342
          y1998 | -0.09289     0.11896     -0.78   0.4355
          y1999 | -0.05888     0.11920     -0.49   0.6217
          y2000 |  0.06541     0.11875      0.55   0.5822
          y2001 |  0.21424     0.11892      1.80   0.0727
          y2002 |  0.19402     0.11970      1.62   0.1061
          y2003 |  0.05019     0.12145      0.41   0.6798
     -------------------------------------------------------

12 < Age

Number of obs =     299
F( 42,   256) =   17.85
Prob > F      =  0.0000
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R-squared     =  0.7455
Adj R-squared =  0.7037
Root MSE      =  .24696

         Source |       SS       df       MS
     -------------+------------------------------
          Model |  45.72172      42    1.08861
       Residual |  15.61262     256    0.06099
     -------------+------------------------------
          Total |  61.33434     298

     -------------------------------------------------------
                |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
     -------------+-----------------------------------------
      Intercept | -0.50374     0.13021     -3.87   0.0001
Short Intercept |  0.17352     0.45896      0.38   0.7057
            Age |  0.00676     0.00742      0.91   0.3635
      Short Age | -0.00937     0.03022     -0.31   0.7567
            707 | -0.06484     0.19752     -0.33   0.7430
            720 |  (dropped)
            727 |  (omitted)
            737 |  0.03447     0.06820      0.51   0.6137
            747 |  0.81824     0.06267     13.06   0.0000
            757 |  0.35275     0.12082      2.92   0.0038
            767 |  0.19136     0.13549      1.41   0.1591
            777 |  (dropped)
           A300 |  0.76563     0.16802      4.56   0.0000
           A310 |  (dropped)
           A319 |  (dropped)
           A320 |  (dropped)
           A321 |  (dropped)
           A330 |  (dropped)
         BAC111 |  (dropped)
          CV880 |  0.21013     0.28424      0.74   0.4604
          CV990 |  (dropped)
         CVR580 | -0.08454     0.19851     -0.43   0.6706
           DC10 |  0.79611     0.04615     17.25   0.0000
            DC8 |  0.27814     0.07759      3.58   0.0004
            DC9 | -0.24459     0.06590     -3.71   0.0003
           F100 |  (dropped)
          L1011 |  0.49229     0.08234      5.98   0.0000
           L188 |  (dropped)
           MD11 |  (dropped)
           MD80 | -0.02282     0.09600     -0.24   0.8123
           MD90 |  (dropped)
          SE210 |  (dropped)
           V700 |  (dropped)
          y1965 |  (dropped)
          y1966 |  (dropped)
          y1967 |  (dropped)
          y1968 | -0.34793     0.28560     -1.22   0.2243
          y1969 |  (dropped)
          y1970 |  (dropped)
          y1971 |  (dropped)
          y1972 |  (dropped)
          y1973 |  (dropped)
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          y1974 |  (dropped)
          y1975 |  (dropped)
          y1976 |  (dropped)
          y1977 |  0.19682     0.20044      0.98   0.3271
          y1978 |  0.13351     0.20022      0.67   0.5055
          y1979 |  0.23980     0.17850      1.34   0.1803
          y1980 |  0.22999     0.15405      1.49   0.1367
          y1981 |  0.15412     0.13993      1.10   0.2717
          y1982 |  0.04425     0.13588      0.33   0.7450
          y1983 | -0.07892     0.12652     -0.62   0.5333
          y1984 | -0.13515     0.11442     -1.18   0.2386
          y1985 |  (dropped)
          y1986 |  (omitted)
          y1987 | -0.01385     0.09744     -0.14   0.8871
          y1988 | -0.01484     0.09962     -0.15   0.8817
          y1989 |  0.11662     0.10483      1.11   0.2670
          y1990 |  0.15557     0.10563      1.47   0.1420
          y1991 |  0.20231     0.10108      2.00   0.0464
          y1992 |  0.15578     0.10343      1.51   0.1333
          y1993 |  0.06304     0.10822      0.58   0.5607
          y1994 |  0.04794     0.10551      0.45   0.6500
          y1995 |  0.06041     0.10714      0.56   0.5733
          y1996 |  0.10512     0.10921      0.96   0.3367
          y1997 |  0.11507     0.10857      1.06   0.2902
          y1998 |  0.27686     0.10648      2.60   0.0099
          y1999 |  0.24316     0.10884      2.23   0.0263
          y2000 |  0.27394     0.11261      2.43   0.0157
          y2001 |  0.29729     0.11425      2.60   0.0098
          y2002 |  0.19529     0.12012      1.63   0.1052
          y2003 |  0.24537     0.12137      2.02   0.0442

     -------------------------------------------------------

Finally, Table 5.3 suggested that short-lived fleets are unusually
expensive when they are new and when they are in the mature period.
The follow regressions underlie Table 5.3.

Age ≤ 6

Number of obs =     355
F( 64,   289) =   12.22
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.7302
Adj R-squared =  0.6704
Root MSE      =  .41037

         Source |       SS       df       MS
     -------------+------------------------------
          Model |  131.69777     64     2.05778
       Residual |   48.66882    289     0.16840
     -------------+------------------------------
          Total |  180.36659    353
-------------------------------------------------------
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                |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
     -------------+-----------------------------------------
      Intercept | -2.05042     0.24610     -8.33   0.0000
Short Intercept |  0.23489     0.10876      2.16   0.0316
            Age |  0.17283     0.01750      9.87   0.0000
            707 | -0.42658     0.17817     -2.39   0.0173
            720 | -0.66940     0.22738     -2.94   0.0035
            727 |  (omitted)
            737 |  0.13532     0.17438      0.78   0.4384
            747 |  1.16164     0.13956      8.82   0.0000
            757 |  0.75492     0.21544      3.50   0.0005
            767 |  0.94824     0.20928      4.53   0.0000
            777 |  1.28525     0.23198      5.54   0.0000
           A300 |  1.25573     0.26081      4.81   0.0000
           A310 |  0.62826     0.31210      2.01   0.0450
           A319 |  0.02398     0.24080      0.10   0.9207
           A320 |  0.56770     0.22340      2.54   0.0116
           A321 | -0.49903     0.32791     -1.52   0.1291
           A330 |  1.01020     0.30994      3.26   0.0012
         BAC111 | -0.05680     0.21577     -0.26   0.7925
          CV880 | -0.32127     0.33760     -0.95   0.3421
          CV990 |  0.15848     0.28542      0.56   0.5792
         CVR580 |  (dropped)
           DC10 |  0.93035     0.14802      6.29   0.0000
            DC8 | -0.25662     0.16791     -1.53   0.1275
            DC9 | -0.20948     0.16483     -1.27   0.2048
           F100 |  0.85544     0.26786      3.19   0.0016
          L1011 |  1.27288     0.17892      7.11   0.0000
           L188 |  (dropped)
           MD11 |  1.29613     0.24053      5.39   0.0000
           MD80 |  0.11014     0.23607      0.47   0.6412
           MD90 |  0.68882     0.26082      2.64   0.0087
          SE210 | -0.60336     0.33655     -1.79   0.0740
           V700 |  (dropped)
          y1965 |  1.60153     0.27521      5.82   0.0000
          y1966 |  1.40919     0.26698      5.28   0.0000
          y1967 |  1.34415     0.26889      5.00   0.0000
          y1968 |  1.27846     0.26022      4.91   0.0000
          y1969 |  1.17090     0.25881      4.52   0.0000
          y1970 |  1.04684     0.25091      4.17   0.0000
          y1971 |  0.82871     0.25179      3.29   0.0011
          y1972 |  0.83737     0.25096      3.34   0.0010
          y1973 |  0.71503     0.25219      2.84   0.0049
          y1974 |  0.84199     0.25696      3.28   0.0012
          y1975 |  0.73691     0.26536      2.78   0.0058
          y1976 |  0.63303     0.26592      2.38   0.0179
          y1977 |  0.58638     0.28940      2.03   0.0437
          y1978 |  0.41084     0.30132      1.36   0.1738
          y1979 |  0.42953     0.36037      1.19   0.2343
          y1980 |  0.33792     0.36065      0.94   0.3496
          y1981 |  0.15193     0.47181      0.32   0.7477
          y1982 |  0.26302     0.33531      0.78   0.4334
          y1983 |  0.03880     0.28866      0.13   0.8932
          y1984 |  0.05799     0.23887      0.24   0.8084
          y1985 |  (dropped)
          y1986 |  (omitted)
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          y1987 |  0.07859     0.20785      0.38   0.7056
          y1988 |  0.00867     0.20930      0.04   0.9670
          y1989 | -0.05892     0.20023     -0.29   0.7688
          y1990 |  0.00007     0.20633      0.00   0.9997
          y1991 |  0.16419     0.19435      0.84   0.3989
          y1992 | -0.02781     0.19373     -0.14   0.8859
          y1993 | -0.03963     0.19206     -0.21   0.8367
          y1994 |  0.07009     0.20953      0.33   0.7382
          y1995 | -0.08198     0.21043     -0.39   0.6971
          y1996 | -0.17314     0.21797     -0.79   0.4277
          y1997 | -0.09608     0.22536     -0.43   0.6702
          y1998 | -0.39198     0.21973     -1.78   0.0755
          y1999 |  0.01770     0.19895      0.09   0.9292
          y2000 |  0.11856     0.20238      0.59   0.5584
          y2001 | -0.00944     0.20100     -0.05   0.9626
          y2002 |  0.09569     0.20307      0.47   0.6378
          y2003 |  0.13330     0.20917      0.64   0.5245
     -------------------------------------------------------

6 < Age ≤ 12

Number of obs =     349
F( 59,   289) =   24.18
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.8316
Adj R-squared =  0.7972
Root MSE      =  .19367

         Source |       SS       df       MS
     -------------+------------------------------
          Model |  53.51956      59     0.90711
       Residual |  10.83964     289     0.03751
     -------------+------------------------------
          Total |  64.35920     348

     -------------------------------------------------------
                |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
     -------------+-----------------------------------------
      Intercept | -1.13667     0.13314     -8.54   0.0000
Short Intercept |  0.15799     0.05424      2.91   0.0039
            Age |  0.03588     0.00793      4.52   0.0000
            707 |  0.09998     0.08674      1.15   0.2500
            720 | -0.08064     0.12053     -0.67   0.5040
            727 |  (omitted)
            737 |  0.18606     0.06243      2.98   0.0031
            747 |  1.19484     0.05176     23.09   0.0000
            757 |  0.49616     0.07071      7.02   0.0000
            767 |  0.60123     0.07182      8.37   0.0000
            777 |  (dropped)
           A300 |  1.20152     0.10377     11.58   0.0000
           A310 |  (dropped)
           A319 |  (dropped)
           A320 |  0.30997     0.09114      3.40   0.0008
           A321 |  (dropped)
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           A330 |  (dropped)
         BAC111 |  (dropped)
          CV880 |  0.29152     0.13865      2.10   0.0364
          CV990 |  (dropped)
         CVR580 |  (dropped)
           DC10 |  0.96208     0.05655     17.01   0.0000
            DC8 |  0.22743     0.07730      2.94   0.0035
            DC9 | -0.15874     0.08138     -1.95   0.0521
           F100 | -0.01363     0.15405     -0.09   0.9296
          L1011 |  0.86729     0.08680      9.99   0.0000
           L188 | -0.03103     0.15168     -0.20   0.8380
           MD11 |  0.83578     0.10300      8.11   0.0000
           MD80 |  0.20506     0.07519      2.73   0.0068
           MD90 |  0.55785     0.13259      4.21   0.0000
          SE210 | -0.04149     0.15699     -0.26   0.7917
           V700 | -0.52662     0.19971     -2.64   0.0088
          y1965 |  0.52337     0.21955      2.38   0.0178
          y1966 |  0.55041     0.21647      2.54   0.0115
          y1967 |  0.67990     0.17848      3.81   0.0002
          y1968 |  0.57830     0.17290      3.34   0.0009
          y1969 |  0.52256     0.17160      3.05   0.0025
          y1970 |  0.57778     0.15718      3.68   0.0003
          y1971 |  0.40975     0.15095      2.71   0.0070
          y1972 |  0.28618     0.14043      2.04   0.0425
          y1973 |  0.40199     0.13242      3.04   0.0026
          y1974 |  0.42672     0.12631      3.38   0.0008
          y1975 |  0.37352     0.12504      2.99   0.0031
          y1976 |  0.35478     0.12411      2.86   0.0046
          y1977 |  0.33122     0.11960      2.77   0.0060
          y1978 |  0.24996     0.11827      2.11   0.0354
          y1979 |  0.15101     0.11612      1.30   0.1945
          y1980 |  0.20126     0.11747      1.71   0.0877
          y1981 |  0.17307     0.11715      1.48   0.1407
          y1982 |  0.00010     0.11850      0.00   0.9993
          y1983 |  0.04665     0.11742      0.40   0.6915
          y1984 | -0.02505     0.12722     -0.20   0.8440
          y1985 |  (dropped)
          y1986 |  (omitted)
          y1987 |  0.02076     0.12804      0.16   0.8713
          y1988 | -0.00003     0.12494     -0.00   0.9998
          y1989 |  0.09875     0.12659      0.78   0.4360
          y1990 |  0.14096     0.12430      1.13   0.2577
          y1991 |  0.13891     0.13895      1.00   0.3183
          y1992 | -0.07496     0.14754     -0.51   0.6118
          y1993 | -0.07842     0.14717     -0.53   0.5946
          y1994 | -0.15534     0.13513     -1.15   0.2513
          y1995 | -0.14900     0.13228     -1.13   0.2609
          y1996 | -0.15600     0.12986     -1.20   0.2306
          y1997 | -0.10199     0.13016     -0.78   0.4339
          y1998 | -0.09250     0.11841     -0.78   0.4353
          y1999 | -0.05859     0.11880     -0.49   0.6223
          y2000 |  0.06574     0.11829      0.56   0.5788
          y2001 |  0.21461     0.11839      1.81   0.0709
          y2002 |  0.19433     0.11927      1.63   0.1043
          y2003 |  0.05047     0.12105      0.42   0.6770
     -------------------------------------------------------
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12 < Age

Number of obs =     299
F( 41,   257) =   18.35
Prob > F      =  0.0000
R-squared     =  0.7454
Adj R-squared =  0.7047
Root MSE      =  .24652

         Source |       SS       df       MS
     -------------+------------------------------
          Model |  45.71586      41    1.11502
       Residual |  15.61849     257    0.06077
     -------------+------------------------------
          Total |  61.33434     298

     -------------------------------------------------------
                |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|
     -------------+-----------------------------------------
      Intercept | -0.49979     0.12935     -3.86   0.0001
Short Intercept |  0.03360     0.08407      0.40   0.6897
            Age |  0.00649     0.00736      0.88   0.3789
            707 | -0.05103     0.19210     -0.27   0.7907
            720 |  (dropped)
            727 |  (omitted)
            737 |  0.03283     0.06788      0.48   0.6290
            747 |  0.81885     0.06253     13.10   0.0000
            757 |  0.35055     0.12040      2.91   0.0039
            767 |  0.18806     0.13483      1.39   0.1643
            777 |  (dropped)
           A300 |  0.76268     0.16746      4.55   0.0000
           A310 |  (dropped)
           A319 |  (dropped)
           A320 |  (dropped)
           A321 |  (dropped)
           A330 |  (dropped)
         BAC111 |  (dropped)
          CV880 |  0.23423     0.27293      0.86   0.3916
          CV990 |  (dropped)
         CVR580 | -0.08026     0.19769     -0.41   0.6851
           DC10 |  0.79661     0.04604     17.30   0.0000
            DC8 |  0.27763     0.07743      3.59   0.0004
            DC9 | -0.24357     0.06570     -3.71   0.0003
           F100 |  (dropped)
          L1011 |  0.49189     0.08218      5.99   0.0000
           L188 |  (dropped)
           MD11 |  (dropped)
           MD80 | -0.02982     0.09314     -0.32   0.7491
           MD90 |  (dropped)
          SE210 |  (dropped)
           V700 |  (dropped)
          y1965 |  (dropped)
          y1966 |  (dropped)
          y1967 |  (dropped)
          y1968 | -0.32246     0.27306     -1.18   0.2387
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          y1969 |  (dropped)
          y1970 |  (dropped)
          y1971 |  (dropped)
          y1972 |  (dropped)
          y1973 |  (dropped)
          y1974 |  (dropped)
          y1975 |  (dropped)
          y1976 |  (dropped)
          y1977 |  0.19673     0.20009      0.98   0.3264
          y1978 |  0.13347     0.19987      0.67   0.5049
          y1979 |  0.24188     0.17806      1.36   0.1755
          y1980 |  0.23084     0.15376      1.50   0.1345
          y1981 |  0.15295     0.13963      1.10   0.2744
          y1982 |  0.04959     0.13455      0.37   0.7127
          y1983 | -0.07607     0.12596     -0.60   0.5464
          y1984 | -0.13435     0.11419     -1.18   0.2405
          y1985 |  (dropped)
          y1986 |  (omitted)
          y1987 | -0.01365     0.09727     -0.14   0.8885
          y1988 | -0.01378     0.09938     -0.14   0.8898
          y1989 |  0.11686     0.10464      1.12   0.2651
          y1990 |  0.15602     0.10544      1.48   0.1402
          y1991 |  0.20285     0.10089      2.01   0.0454
          y1992 |  0.15766     0.10307      1.53   0.1274
          y1993 |  0.06346     0.10802      0.59   0.5574
          y1994 |  0.05079     0.10492      0.48   0.6288
          y1995 |  0.06275     0.10669      0.59   0.5569
          y1996 |  0.10696     0.10886      0.98   0.3267
          y1997 |  0.11631     0.10830      1.07   0.2838
          y1998 |  0.27756     0.10627      2.61   0.0095
          y1999 |  0.24319     0.10865      2.24   0.0261
          y2000 |  0.27463     0.11239      2.44   0.0152
          y2001 |  0.29824     0.11401      2.62   0.0094
          y2002 |  0.19850     0.11946      1.66   0.0978
          y2003 |  0.03360     0.12065      2.06   0.0402

-     ------------------------------------------------------
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